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PAUL KELLER IS NEW ASSOCIATION PREXY
MOTOR POOL SARGE MAKES IT TO THE TOP
SGT. BILL KREYE'S "THE PAWNS OF
WAR" TO BE PRINTED IN OCTOFOIL
The Association's newly elected
PreSident, Paut(n. Keller, lives with
his family at 1~ Pinewood Dr., Co-
lumbus, Ohio 432l3. To list all of his
activities since World War II would
fill a book. Even the highlights of
his extra-curricula activity gives an
insight into the kind of man the As-
sociation has chosen as their leader
for the ensuing year. Listed below
are a few of Paul's present and past
connections:
ENLISTED IN 1940
Enlisted in the Regular Army from
Columbus, Ohio, Sept. 14, 1940. He
served with "D" Co., 47th Inf., as a
truck driver, and 1st Bn. Motor Ser-
geant and Platoon Sergeant for two
years.
Paul was then assigned to the 39th
Infantry as a WOJR, Motor Trans-
port in September, 1942. Later he
was commissioned and served as a
Regimental Maintenance Officer for
the balance of the war. He was pro-
moted to Captain in 1944 and re-
turned to the states in October, 1945.
Keller lives in Columbus with his
wife, Idola; sons, Bob and Ron, and
daughter, Nancy. Both boys are in
college, Bob at Ohio University, and
Ron at Phillips University, Enid,
Okla. Nancy is in high school.
SALES ENGINEER
For 17 years Paul was a sales en-
gineer for Economics Laboratory. At
the present time Paul and Idola own
and operate Stewarts Root Beer
Drive In Restaurant.
Since separation from active duty
Paul Keller has been active in Boy
Scouts, Lions Club, Church and ac-
tive Reserve. He has attended Ad-
vance Transportation School, Army
Command and General Staff College.
He retired from the active Reserve
in 1962 as a Lieutenant Colonel.
-Pay '68 Dues NOW!-
Bob Mason Shocked to
Hear Woodside Dead
Of the many scores of letters ex-
pressing sorrow to learn of Robert
Woodside's death, one of the most
touching was from Woodside's pen
pal, Bob Mason, of Pennsylvania,
who is also on the ailing side.
-PA y '68 DUES NOWI-
McManus Is Sent to a
Spokane V A Hospital
T'ne Octofoil has been advised that
James P. McManus' new address is
Box 7324, Hospital Park Station,
Spokane, Wash. 99209. The old ad-
dress was 2211 2nd Ave., Billings,
Montana.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWI-
A gossip always gives you the
benefit of the dirt.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWI-
KELLER IS ALEADER
IN THE COMMUNITY
DETROIT, MICH. GETS NOD FOR 7968 REUNION;
ASSOCIATION SHOULD MAKE BIG GAINS
THROUGHOUT MIDDLE WEST DURING YEAR
The Association elected a dynamic former 39th man to lead-
the organization during the nex! 12 months-Paul D. Keller of
Columbus, Ohio. Keller has a fine personality and is well liked
by all who know him. His entire family is Ninth Infantry Di-
vision conscious and their interest in the organization is a big
asset. He has already visited The Octofoil and outlined some
ambitious plans he has to visit some of the Chapters but wants
it definitely understood he is no way trying to interfere with
the autonomous operation of all the chapters. He just wants to
help, if he can. He wants to meet a couple of times with the
Detroit Chapter before the next Reunion in order that a few
bugs that keep creeping in at Reunions may be eliminated. Paul
is already breathing new lifeblood into the veins of the Ohio
Chapter. The new president lived for several years in Michigan
since returning from combat with the 39th and knows many of
the lads in that and the Illinois areas. The Octofoil pledges its
unstinted cooperation to President Keller and predicts a banner
year ahead for the Association and a 1968 Reunion that will be
a stem winder.
REUNION NOW mSTORY
There isn't much point in printing
here more praise about the work
done by the New England Reunion
Committee. Reference is made to
stories printed elsewhere ihat have
been sent in by Father Ed Connors,
Harry Orenstein, Joe McKenzie and
others.
LT. RAY MALOOF
WAS A BIG HIT
However, The Octofoil would be
lax in its duty if it failed to call
attention to the fact that Lt. Ray
Maloof, a wounded Vietnam Ninth
Division man was a guest at the ban-
quet with his pretty wife. He has
the courage and inspiration that
would have made old Paddy Flint a
might proud soldier. The lieutenant
had been told that he -could never
walk again but with typical Ninth
Division courage and a firm. belief
in God-eoupled with the help of a
devoted wife Lt. Ray Maloof is able
to walk again in spite of the Viet
Cong wounds. He told Father Con-
nors that for him to be able to rub
elbows with old Ninth Division sol-
diers such as were in the Sheraton-
Boston was worth the sacrifices he
had made. Such things as Lt. Ma-
loof's visit to that Reunion are what
make these Reunions occasions that
can't be expressed with mere words.
To fully appreciate the significance-
it takes actual participation.
The Lieutenant's home address is
Lt. Raymond E. Maloof, 263 Need-
ham St., Dedham, Mass., DA-9-0360.
As so graphically mentioned else-
where-words can't describe the Pa-
rade of Flags that hit everyone with
an electrical jolt that sent thrills
from head to foot.
There are always a few bugs that
enter into any Reunion program. No
committee is perfect. Joe McKenzie
hit the nail on the head in his story.
He writes: "If it was fine and en-
Joyable tell the Detroit committee to
repeat the performance. If it was a
mistake also tell the Detroit Detroit
so it can be eliminated. That spirit
is why there is no other association
of ex-G.I.s been able to put on a
Reunion program that comes any-
where close to equal the annual Re-
unions of the Ninth Infantry Division
Association.
-Pay '68 Dues NOW!-
"TINY" WEINSTEIN
CALLED BY DEATH
'68 DUES NOW!-
LOOKING FOR STaN
CABAN ALSO FRANK
FIDLER and OTHERS
William M. Kreye, 337 20th St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11215 and bemoans
the fact he had lost contact with
the late Jack Coleman up until the
time of his untimely death. That
happens in so many cases, Kreye
points out. Old buddies move and
unintentionally fail to take care of
forwarding a new address to old
buddies. At this time Sgt. Kreye is
hopeful of contacting through The
Octofoil one of the following:
Stanley Caban, who Kreye thinks
is in Tampa, Fla., or may be has
returned to Buffalo. Anyone who
are asked to send a postal
to Kreey at the address given.
Another Kreye hopes to run down
Frank Fidler. Frank is either in
Fla., or could be somewhere
.n.Ll"'W.dHd. ? ? ? Anyone knowing
sure drop Bill Kreye the needed
JACK COLEMAN
DIED ON-MAY 1'5
Sarge William M. Kreye, 337 20th
St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11215 furnish-
ed The Octofoil the following sad
information:
Jack Coleman, one time, Intelli-
gence Section member of the 1st
Bn., 39th Infantry, who resided in
Narberth, Pa. before the war years,
was one of the greatest morale
boosters for the 39th group during
their last days in Sicily through the
long wait in England. Jack died of a
heart attack on May 15, 1966 in his
home at Morton, Pa. Surviving Jack
is his lovely wife, Mrs. John Cole-
man (Jo) and five children: John,
Pat, Michael, Paul and Eileen.
Kreye advises this fine couple
had been married 17 years. He had
attended the wedding services.
The Octofoil joins with Sgt. Bill
Kreye and Jack Coleman's thous-
ands of other grieving buddies and
extends sincere condolences to the
bereaved widow and children.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWI-
General Westmoreland's
Mother Called By Death
The Octofoil again has to thank
Capt. R. A. M. Hirst, 803 Newby
Court, Springfield, Va. 22150 for
helping keep the sheet well inform-
ed on activities of the Vietnam 9th
D~vision. Also in the data sent to
The Octofoil was the sad news
printed in stateside newspapers
about the death of Gen. Westmore-
land's devoted mother. The clippings
and pictures were from The July
10 issue of the Washington Post.
SCRAP BOOK
Capt. Hirst forwarded another
edition of The Scrapbook, which is
a miniature scrapbook filled with
pictures and text materials of Ninth
Division highlights in combat areas
during the Dreceding week. It has
a heading reading: For fighting men
too busy to keep their own!
SCRAPBOOK
These issues are being forwarded
the Secrtary-Treasurer's office
display at the registration desk
year during the Detroit Re-
-PAY '61 DUES NOWI-
... ,.. ..1'1',... Report Made
Boyle Was Good
The financial report filed with the Hyman "Tiny" Weinstein's many
by National Treasurer Thomas buddies were saddened to learn of
was clear and easy to under- his recent death in a New York
The also conveyed the State VA Hospital. "Tiny's" home
the Association was was at 221 Teneyck Walk, Brook-
bu<ltteted and operated within lyn, N. Y.
an'ticipated income. Capt. Mike Gatto of I Co., 60th
has been trying to resign as Regt., now a prominent member of
'I'~,~""",""<,,,, of the Association, but the the New York Chapter was on Tiny's
members prevailed on him to list as one of the truly "greats" of the
COlltulue for another year at least. I Ninth Infantry Division.
If the Sarge will grant his
mission the three volumes
placed on at future Reun.ioI1S
so those are
study the
has been put
fine bit of cr~lft~;m.m~;hilP.
This issue The Octofoil
thrown together hurriedly so
editor could take off for the
tional VFW Convention in
Orleans, La. More time will be
able in getting material prepared
the next issue, at which time,
William M. Kreye's "The Pawns
War" will start being printed
future issues of The Octofoil.
story is most interesting to any for-
mer 9th man whether he was in the
39th Regt. or not. DON'T MISS IT!
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
New Address for
Col. Robert Stumpf
Uncle Sam's postal authorities have
advised The Octofoil that hence-
forth Colonel Robert Stumpf's mail
shall be sent to 5840 Lowell Ave.,
Alexander, Va., Director of Logistics
Hq. USADC, Fort Beloir, Va. 22060.
-Pay '68 Dues-
Sgt. William M. Kreye, 337 20th
St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11215 has put in
many hours of labor preparing a
most beautiful brochure with in-
teresting text material that chron-
ologically lists activities of the 39th
Regiment from the days at Fort
Bragg on across the continent.
The Sarge has with an artist's
hand, decorated the brochure most
beautifully and pasted it in three
volumes.
He has met the same treatment
from book publishers that many
others who have written similar
narratives have met. The publishers
admitted the work is well done but
the potential sales would hardly
bring in enough money to pay the
printing bills. The publisher wants a
potential sales of many thousands
more than could be sold of a book
of this nature. Since only former 9th
men would be the ones interested
in buying the book.
The beautinful color work will
have to be eliminated but the text
material will be printed in succeed-
ing issues of The Octofoil until the
text of all all three volumes has
been printed. This was authorized
by an appropriation voted by the
delegates at the Boston Reunion.
PAUL D. KELLER, Association President
The entire Middle West and particularly Columbus, Ohio is proud
0/ Paul D. Keller, a former 39th Regt. Motor Pool Sergeant, and a
protege of Major "Pinky" Frank Wade. Paul was elected President of
the Ninth In/antry Division AS8ociation at the recent convention held
in Boston, Mass. Paul, his youngsters and the charming Mrs. Keller,
operate a small business concern 0/ their own in subur"an Columbus.
In 1963 Paul was discharged from the Active Reserves as a Lieuten-
ant Colonel. He learned early while in the Ninth Division to always
be one of the troops regardless 0/ rank and that's Paul Keller yes-
terday, today, tomorrow and forever. Additional story printed in this
issue about the new prexy.
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Street
Name
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
in the
LADIES' AUXILIARY
of the
NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
1.50 0
.50 0
.50 0
1.25 0
It's hard to keep a good girl down,
but lots of fun trying.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
Feeding on tomorrow's hopes is
a starvation diet.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
Gossip is like a long-play record
-don't buy it until you've listened
to both sides.
NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASS'N.
lVIEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Octofoil Automobile Lieenae Dise $
I was a member of:
Battery ; Company ; Regiment 9th Div.
Name --------------- Serial No. _
City Zone State _
Street Address _
Dan Quinn, Natl. Secretary, 9th Infantry Division Assn.,
412 Gregory Ave., Weehawken, N.J.
Enclosed please find 1968 dues for:
I wish to sign up for the following:
Regular Member, per year -----------------------------S 4.00 0
Three-Year Member ~ $11.00 0
UFE MEMBERSHIP .50.00 0
.50 0
1.00 0
2.00 0
Decals 25c; (5) five for $
"Eight. St.ars t.o Victory" ,
(Pictorial Wstory of 9th Division in action.)
Ladies' Auxiliary Member $
Combat Route Map $
60th Infantry Wstory $
Coat Lapel Octofoil Pin -----------------------------S
-I- -:- -:-
Please give credit to the following Chapter:
Philly-Delaware Valley 0 Greater New York 0
"Mr. Grace!" screamed Rita, "I've
taken all the criticism of my work
that I'm going to take!" "How do
you spell 'quit'?"
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
Lulu's wayward cousin, Effie Mae,
has been picked up so often she's
beginning to grow handles.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
THE MEMORIAL FU,ND OF
THE 9TH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
Scholarship Information
Donation Memorial Scholarship Fund -------- 0
Dlinois D Washington, D.C. 0
New England 0 Michigan 0
Ohio 0 Fayetteville-Fort Bragg, N.C. 0
&25j!q5i1§j!!ijl!jjlsm!jj!!ij!!ii!§i!5j!!jjUi25i5jl5j!!jj!jj~Cjj!!jjHjjI!jj!5225i!251:.c
The Memorial Fund of the Ninth Infantry Division Association was
established by the members of the association to commemorate the memor'y
of their comrades who paid the supreme sacrifie in battle. As a part. of this
fund the association established a scholarship program. Scholarships are
awarded each year to relatives of men who served in The Ninth Infantry
Division Each scholarship is for one year.
ELIGIBILITY FOR SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
A person who wishes to apply for a scholarship must be related to a
man who served with The Ninth Infantry Division. Children of former
members of the division will be given first consideration. but childJ:en of
men killed in combat given first preference. Applicants who are not chi1dr~n
of former members of the division will not be considered unless no child
of a former member qualifies.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE
The following procedures must be followed by those wishing to apply
for the scholarships:
1. Send a letter of application, written in expository form, to .the
chairman of the scholarship committee stating the followmg:
name, address, age, and sex of the applicant; name,. address,
and occupation of the applicant's parents or guardians; the
name and address of the secondary school the applicant is at-
tending or has attended and graduated; the name and ad«;Iress
of the college the applicant expects to attend; the vocati?nal
goal of the applicant; and the name of and degree of relation-
ship to a former member of the division. The unit and. dates of
service in the division of the former :member must be mcluded.
2. A transcript of the applicant's high school record must be ~­
eluded with the letter of application. The transcript must m-
elude at least the first seven semesters of the applicant's record.
3. The applicant must have a counselor or principal of the~
school he or she is attending write a letter of recommendation
to the chairman of the scholarship committee.
4. The applicant must take the PSAT which is given every Octo-
ber The applicant must see that the results of the PSAT are
sent to the chairman of the scholarship committee. These re-
s\llts may be ineluded with the high school transcript or sent
to the chairman from the College Entrance Examination Board.
The SAT of the CEEB may be submitted in lieu of the PSAT.
5 THE APPLICATION MUST BE SENT TO THE CHAIRMAN
. OF THE SCHOLARSHIP COMMITrEE BY MARCH 15. Appli-
cations received after March 15 will not be considered.
6. All applicants must accept the decision of the Scholarship Com-
mittee as final.
7. Information to determine financial need will be requested by
the Scholarship Committee after the applications have been con-
sidered. '
8. Recipients of the scholarships may apply for renewal of the
scholarship each year. A copy of the student's college grades,
a financial statement, and a letter requesting renewal of the
scholarship should be sent to the chairman by March 15. .
9. All applications must be sent to: John J. Clouser, Scholarship
Chairman. Ninth Infantry Division Association, 901 Graceland
St., Des Plaines, Dlinois 80016.
VICTOR FLUNKED
OUT ON THIS TRIP
Walter Victor and the pretty Mrs.
Victor from Atlanta, Ga., the 9th's
favorite and best photographer in
captivity, didn't get to make the
Boston Reunion. Mr. and Mrs. Vic-
tor are shown cutting their 25th an-
niversary cake in a photo shown
elsewhere in this issue of the Octo-
foil.
The celebration did have a few
unique angles. Much of the discus-
sion centered around plans for the
expected arrival of the new member
to the Victor household within the
next few weeks. Doc Walton thinks
it will be another boy.
Another picture Walt sent The
Octofoil shows the old Photographer
himself examining a Life magazine
section that was filled with photo-
graphs of various spots that had been
photographed by Walter Victor him-
self. But all conversations sooner
or later leads back to that new ar-
rival that will follow on the heels
of the couple's 25th anniversary.
The Victors' new address is Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Victor,2745 Dodson
Lee Drive, East Point, Ga. 30844. If
Mr. and Mrs. Victor will make it to
Detroit and give complete photo
coverage to the 1968 Reunion vol-
unteers will be resurrected and
inducted into a baby sitting detail
for the new little tyke.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
Dick Pestel says there's something
morally wrong about using deodo-
rants. He claims his armpits should
not smell better than the rest of
him.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
Distance lends enchantment, but
not when you're out of gas.
Auxiliary Still
In Business
The Ninth Infantry Division Asso-
ciation's Ladies' Auxiliary held a
short session in Boston. At least they
were given a revue of what's com-
ing in women's hats. Those who wit-
nessed this extravaganza say they
witnessed some unbelievable sights.
The ladies were assured by the
Detroit ladies that plenty of space
and time would be allowed them at
the 1968 Reunion in the Motor Cap-
ital of the World.
The same officers who served the
organization during 1966-67 were re-
elected to serve during the 1967-68
fiscal year, who are:
Mrs. Theresa Cuprys, 1124 W.
Kings Highway, ·Mt. Ephraim, N. J.,
was re-elected President.
Mrs. Betty Boden, Box 58, Chester,
Pa., will serve as Vice President.
Tippie Plunkett, 286 Zimpfer St.,
Columbus, Ohio, 43206, will continue
as the financial officer, oficially titled
Secretary-Treasurer.
CAR TROUBLE
About 40 miles from the city limits
of Boston, the Cuprys' family bus
konked out on Al and Theresa. Indi-
cations were that the repair bill was
to be a big one-making it seem to
be an unprofitable venture to order
the repairs made. Just what decision
Al and Theresa made about salvag-
ing the family chariot was not learn-
ed. However, in spite of all this bad
luck the Cuprys were two of the
friendliest and smiling individuals at
the Boston Reunion.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWI-
Ward Sends Regards
"ARKY" was the Army nick·
name tagged to him by Jack
Scully. The picture Arky sent of
himself and Cpl. E. F. Martin of
Cummings, Ga., was a very poor
print and when poor prints are
sent in the results in the Octo-
foil are very poor. Anyway it is
good to hear from old Arky-
and to know that even if he is
still hiding away from everyone
down in those Ozark hills he is
still thinking of the old /lanK.
The address is simply Jim 'Ward,
Blaine, Arkamas.
*
MAD RUSSIAN ON
"BARBARY COAST"
Just before the Boston Reunion
The Octofoil received a postal card
from Mike Mysyk, the Mad Russian"
from Cleveland. He was in San
Francisco, Calif. attending a Labor
Union Convention as a delegate
from his own union in Cleveland, O.
Until a couple of years back no
Reunion was considered really op-
ened until the Mad Russian put his
blessings on the affair.
Mike is a former 60th man, from
the 2nd Battalion, having become at-
tached to the outfit while they were
on a party out Chicken Road way at
Fort Bragg.
Mike's old buddies miss him at
these Reunions and they would ap-
preciate it very much if the Wheels
in that Utility Workers Union would
set convention dates that do not con-
flict with Association dates.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWI-
The troublesome age groups in
auto accidents are both the young
and the old. Of drivers involved in
fatal accidents, 37 per cent are either
under 24 or over 65.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWI-
Sure Archibald, love is blind!
That's why you see so many spec-
tacles in the park these days.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
It's time for the bulbs you didn't
plant last autumn not to come up.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWI-
THE OCTOfOll.
Mrs. Tippie Plunkett, Secretary-Treasurer
Ninth Infantry Division Association Ladies' Auxiliary
286 Zimpfer SL, Columbus, Ohio 43206
I would like to become a member of the Ladies' Auxiliary
to the Ninth Infantry Division Association. Enclosed is
check or money order for $1.50 for 1968 dues. Please
nU~11 my medlbership card to-
City _ State .
While attached to the 9th Infantry Division my _
(state relationship, whether the Ninth Division man was a
husband, father, brother, son, etc.)
was with _
give company, regiment, battery, attached unit, etc.)
Make checks or money orders payable to Ninth Infantry
Division Association. Mail to Secretary-Treasurer Tippie
Plunkett, 286 Zimpfer St., Columbus, Ohio 43206. A 1968
countersigned membership card will be sent immediately.
By order of the President:
MRS. THERESA CUPRYS, President.
FAY POTO GIVE
FINE SERVICE
-PAY '68 DUES HOW!-
Forma 3579 should be sent to 286 Zimpfer St., Columbus, Ohio
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Gen. Van Bond Gets
Mail in Tennessee
The Octofoil has just received an
official post office address change for
Maj. Gen. Van H. Bond, Indian Gap,
Annville, Pa. The new address will
be 313 Irene St., Clarksville, Tenn.
37040.
The Fay Foto Service, Inc., is lo-
cated at 43-53 W. Canton St., Bos-
ton, Mass. 02118. The pictures printed
in this issue of The Octofoil which
shows parts of the parade during the
Boston Reunion were made by the
Fay Co. The Octofoil left a check
to pay for four pictures with Thomas
Boyle on Saturday night after the
parade in the a.m. The following
Tuesday a.m. the prints were in Co-
lumbus ready to be processed into
newspaper cuts.
The Fay outfit made some excel-
lent shots but had them on display
at the entrance to the banque hall-
and everyone was rushing to get in-
side thinking they could pick choice
seats near the speakers' platform-
the result not as many pictures were
sold as would have been had the
display been on another floor where
the members could have examined
the photos leisurely.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWI-
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Respectfully submitted,
DANIEL QUINN,
National Secretary
-I'AY '68 DUES NOW!-
Minutes of the 84th Meeting 9th
Infantry Division Association
The 84th meeting of the National the Reunion would be a success.
Board of Governors was called to Ron also thanked Herb Olsen for
order at 5:40 P.M., July 20, 1967, at being on hand a day before time to
the Sheraton-Boston Hotel, Boston, greet the members who arrived be-
Mass., attended by Messrs. Emil fore the reunion dates.
Langer, Anthony Varone, William A discussion was held on the
Andrews, Ronald Murphy, Herbert Scholarship Program but in the ab-
Olsen, Arthur McDougall, Paul sence of Chairman John Clouser the
Keller, Ralph Witzken and Charles matter was tabled until the next
Koskie. Also attending were First meeting.
Vice President Vincent Guglielmino, President Langer then appointed
Treasurer Thomas Boyle, Editor of Chairmen for the following commit-
The Octofoil Paul Plunkett, Past tees for the General Meeting:
Presidents Walter O'Keeffe, Francis Financial Committee-Walter
Maher, and John Bonkowski. O'Keeffe.
The secretary, Daniel Quinn, read Nomination Committee-Francis
the minutes of the 83rd meeting. Maher.
After a motion duly made by Paul Newspaper Committee-Paul
Keller and seconded by Arthur Mc- Keller.
Dougall it was voted to: Accept the Miscellaneous Committee-Wil-
reading of the minutes as read and liam Andrews.
place same on file. By-Laws Committee-Harrison
Thomas Boyle, the treasurer, gave Daysh.
a financial report for the three- The committees will meet at 10:00
month period ending June 30, 1967 A.M. July 21,,",~l}67 at which ti.m#.
and for the year. After a motion other members will be selected to
duly made by Herbert Olsen and serve on these committees. The reg-
seconded by Anthony Varone, it was ular General Meeting will take place
voted to: Accept the Treasurer's re- at 1:00 P.M. on the same day.
port. After a motion duly made by Paul
REUNION CHAIRMAN Keller and seconded by Anthony Va-
President Emil Langer then called rone it was voted to: Adjourn at 5:35
upon the 1967 Reunion Chairman, P.M.
Ronald Murphy, for a report of
events. Ron Murphy expressed de-
light at the returns as of July 20th,
and assured the Board Members that
SERIOUSNESS OF "YOUNG FRY" IS NOTICEABLE
Minutes of the 85th Meeting 9th
Infantry Division Association
The 85th meeting of the National a standing vote of "thanks" to Emil
Board of Governors was called to Langer, the outgoing President. Paul
order at 4:05 P.M., July 22, 1967 at also thanked the members for elect-
the Boston-Sheraton Hotel, Boston, ing him President. Emil Langer
Mass., attended by Messrs.: Emil thanked the members for their co-
Langer, William Andrews, John operation during the year.
Rizzo, Richard PesteI, Ralph Witz- Upon a motion duly made by
ken, Charles Tingley, Anthony Va- Peter Cusack ahd seconded by An-
rone, Paul Keller, Charles Koskie, thony Varone it was voted to: Ad-
Richard Wilson, Herbert Olsen, Pe- journ at 5:40 P.M.
ter Cusack, and John Boden. Also Respectfully submitted
attending were Thomas Boy I e, '
Treasurer; Paul Plunkett, Editor of D~IEL QUINN,
The Octofoil' John Clouser Chair- Natlonal Secretary
man of the' Scholarship Program; -I'AY '68 DUES NOW!-
Frak Ozart of the Scholarship Com- Ad I h W d I
mittee, and Past Presidents Francis 0 P a a avage
Maher and John Bonkowski, and Was "On the Run"
Judge Advocate Harrison Daysh.
It was voted to omit the reading After the banquet at the Sherato~­
of the minutes of the previous ineet- Boston Adolph Wadalavage of the
ing and the Treasurer's report. New York Chapter, was here, there
and everywhere in nothing flat.
President Emil Langer called for Passing the table where The Octo-
bids for the 1968 Reunion. John foil editor was perched, Adolph
Clouser submitted a bid for the Illi- scribbled off a note that read: "Wm.
nois Chapter to hold the reunion in McCarthy, VFW Post 229, Richmond
Springfield, illinois. William An- Hill, N. Y." Adolph supplemented
drews submitted a bid for the Mich- this scribbling with this oral mes-
igan Chapter to hold the 1968 re- sage: "Give him my best regards.
union in Detroit, Mich. You'll see him at the National VFW
It was voted by the Board mem- Convention in New Orleans." Then
bers to hold the 1968 Reunion in old Adolph was on to the next table,
Detroit, Michigan. then the next and the next until he
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM had covered them in all in the short
A discussion was held on the space of time he had in which to
Scholarship Committee program. accomplish this feat.
Election of officers was held by -PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
the Board members and the follow- Before a person makes up his
ing members were elected: mind to retire he should stay home
President: Paul Keller. for a week and watch the daytime
First Vice President: Francis Ma- TV shows.
her. -PA Y '68 DUES NOW!-
Second Vice President-Frank A connoisseur is a specialist who
Ozart. knows everything about something
Third Vice President-William and nothing about anything else.
Meadows. -PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
Secretary-Daniel Quinn. It's not hard to diet in this day
Treasurer-Thomas Boyle. Iand time-just eat what you can af-
Judge Advocate-Harrison Daysh. ford.
Paul Keller asked the members for I -Pay J968 Dues NOW-
It is heart throbbing to notice how serious the young members
01 Ninth Men's Families take the Memorial Services and how respect-
lui they are, both the boys and girls 01 the colors at all times. With
all the unpatriotic deeds in the colleges and other places today,
it is inspiring to know these youngsters have been taught respect by
their Ninth Division parents lor God and country--and that these
lormer Ninth men have picked good wives who are being so helplul
in making the youngsters realize the signilicance 01 good citizenship
and the need lor real Americanism is also inspirational.
Vietnam General
Thanks Dick Pestel
Several months ago Dick Peste!,
Ohio Chapter Secretary Treasurer,
made several Octofoils to be dis-
played by the different units in
Vietnam. Under date of July 10,
1967 he received the following let-
ter from Maj. Gen. G. G. O'Con-
nor of the Vietnam 9th Division:
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
Headquarters 9th Infantry Division
APO San Fl'ancisco 96370
Dear Mr. Pestel: The package
containing the twenty-five Octo-
foils shipped by you reecntly ar-
rived at this headquarters. They
are of a quali:y that we will be
p!"oud to have displayed.
It is extremely gratifying to me,
as well as to all the members of
the 9th Infantry Division, to be re-
membered by the first generation of
"Old Reliables." You earned for the
Division an outstanding reputation
that it has carried with it over the
years. Be assured that the new "Old
Reliables" are making every effort
to meet the high standards estab-
lished by the "9th" in its many va-
lorous actions during World War
II. I feed, as a result of our accom-
plishments during the past six
months in our combat operations
against the Viet Cong, we are
headed in the right direction.
For your information I am enclos-
ing an up-to-date troop list and
organization of the 9th Infantry Di-
vision as currently organized under
the Road Concept.
Again may I extend my sincere
appreciation to you and the National
Board of Governors for remember-
ing us, the new generation of "Old
Reliables." Sincerely,
G. G. O'CONNOR,
Major General, USA
Commanding
-I'AY '68 DUES NOW!-
Dr. Seslow of the Greater New
York Chapter, forwarded to follow-
ing information to The Octofoil
about Arthur Hurow and asked that
it be published. The communique
is self-explanatory:
COLONEL ARTHUR HUROW
Arthur Hurow was born in Lodz,
Poland on 12 March, 1918. He was
graduate from High School prior to
his departure for the United States.
Col. Hurow entered the Army from
Michigan in July, 1942 and was com-
missioned 2nd Lt. Infantry at Fort
Benning in September, 1943.
Since entering military service,
Colonel Hurrow has earned degrees
as a Bachelor of Science and Mas-
ter of Arts in International relations.
IN BOTH THEATERS
During World War II, Col. Hurow
.< served with the 5th Army in Italy;
from there in 1945, he moved to the
Pacific returning to the U. S. in
1946 when he joined the 9th Inf.
Div. At the outbreak of the Korean
War, he was stationed in Japan; he
joined Eighth U. S. Army HQ in
Korea in the summer of 1950.
Following his return to the U. S.,
he was assigned in 1952 to the USA
Transportation Center at Fort Eus-
tis, Virginia as Deputy Commander
of a newly established Highway
Unit Training Center.
He attended the Transportation
School and served on the faculty
for a year.
After attendin~ the Command
and General Staff College at Leav-
enworth, Kansas in 1954, he was as-
signed to the Office, Chief of Trans-
portation, Washington, D. C. ,
In October, 1957 he was assigned
to the 37th Transportation Command
in France, initially as S-3 and later
as Bn. Commander, 53rd Transpor-
tation Battalion.
Upon his return to the U. S., he
was assigned to the Military Traffic
Management Agency, Washington,
D. C.
He attended the U. S. Army War
College graduating with the Class of
1962. He then was assigned to HQ
COMZ, Orleans, France, where he
served on the Staff or the Transpor-
tation Officer.
In 1963 he assumed command of
the 594th Transportation Group
with Headquarters in Frankfurt,
Germany. Upon his return to the
U. S. in 1965, he attended Class
No. 48 of the Advanced Management
Program at Harvard University.
He was assigned to the Transpor-
tation Center, Fort Eustis, Virginia
in December, 1965 and served as
Deputy Chief of Staff and Special
Assistant to the Com m an dan t,
Transportation School. He assumed
his present duty as Assistant Com-
mandant, U. S. Army Transportation
School in February, 1967.
-I'AY '68 DUES NOW!-
It is not unlucky to postpone a
wedding as long as you keep on
doing it.
-Pay J968 Dues NOW-
. I DOPE FROM DOC
SESLOW ABOUT
COL. aRT BUROW
"The Old Sarge," Steve Budrick himsell, Irom Union City, N. J.,
takes a squint at "his boys." All's well that ends well, says the Sarge.
The Parade was just line-the boys and girls put on a line display
lor the Bostonians who lined to streets watching them strut by.
The above picture was made during the impressive Memorial
Address 01 Father Ed Connors during the Memorial Services held in
Boston during the 1967 Memorial Services. Tony Varone holds on to
the Ninth Colors while John Rizzo proudly displays "Old Glory." The
young G.I.'s name was not given to The Octoloil.
THE COLOR GUARD WAS TOP NOTCH OUTFIT
THE "OLD SARGE" OKAYS THE PARADE ROUTE
JULIA NETTA MEANS TO GET THE RIGHT SHOt
~ ,., ,.."., '"
McKenzie Wants to Extends Thanks
Publicly to Wallace and Lareau
(Editor's Note: The following let- ernoon off from work to meet her
ter was received from Joe McKen- at the airport so that he could take
zie shortly after June 19, but too her to her destination for that day.
late for use in the last issue of The The following day Burnal had her
Octofoil) : out to his home for a Texas size
By JOE McKENZIE, dinner. Again, thank you.
95 Washington Ave. Service Battery men are a little
Waltham, Mass. quiet this time of the year. Joe Bo-
Gentlemen: May I use the pages of low sent a letter, the first word from
our great paper to publicly thank him since he was wounded in Sour-
Harold Wallace, 4510 Pine St. and broudt, back in '44. Joe works for
Burnal Lareau, 13903 Candleshade Monsanto in Springfield, Mass. His
St., both of Service Battery 26th hours are very irregular so he does
F.A., and Houston, Texas. not have much time for anything
My sister, a member of a Religious but work.
Order of Teaching Nuns, is attending BONJO WILL RETIRE
summer school at Texas A & M at Had lunch with Bill Bongiorno last
College Station, Texas. When I found week. Bonjo is talking of retiring.
the relation of College Station to He is part owner of a prosperous dry
Houston I immediately wrote to both cleaning plant but the long hours
men. Being a stranger in a strange every day is beginning to take its
city I thought either or both men toll. Does anyone want to buy a good
could be her body guard until she going business for about 100 grand?
reached her destination. Burnal Talked with Peter Curro, a broth-
wrote and Harold called from Hous- er of our Dominic. I had hopes to
ton. Both offered to help in any way see Dom in his old home town but
they could. Their willingness to he has not been there for over five
help was passed on to my sister. She years. Peter has no idea as to where
wrote to them of her plans and to Dom might be but thinks California
thank them for their generous offer is the most likely place.
to help. Harold Wallace took the aft- Sincerely, Joe McKenzie.
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DANIEL QUINN,
National Secretary
Walton and Paul Plunkett.
The committee recommends:
1. Increase by $80.00 the expenses
of the Octofoil so that a story may
be printed throughout the year that
was written by a member of the 39th
Inf.
2. The use of a better grade of
paper for The Octofoil.
3. A vote of t han k s to Paul
Plunkett, the Editor of The Octofoil,
for a job well done.
After a motion duly made by Har-
rison Daysh and seconded by John
Sabato it was voted to: Accept the
report and recommendations of the
committee and especially to increase
the expenses by $80, so the story
will be printed. (This brings The Oc-
tofoil expenses up to $2,000.00).
President Langer thanked Paul
Keller and his committee for their
report.
BYLAWS
Harrison Daysh, Chairman of the
By-Laws Committee, named the fol-
lowing members who comprised his
committee: Frank Fazio, Richard
Storey, Emil Langer, and Connie
Matulis. Daysh reported that his
committee had discussed the quali-
fications of membership into the as-
sociation and the committee recom-
mends that the present By-Laws of
membership be contained. This lim-
its the membership to men who
served with the Ninth Infantry Di-
vision from 1940 to 1945. (2) Daysh
also reported that his committee rec-
ommends that the Board of Gov-
ernors select the sites of the reunions
two years in advance and to look
into the possibility of holding the re-
unions in a resort area instead of
the city hotels.
After a motion duly made by
Francis Maher and seconded by
John Boden it was voted to: Accept
the By-Law Committee report and
recommendations.
Total --- $7,845.09
Anticipated expenditures:
Octofoil:
Printing and mailing $1,920.00
Editor's expenses 400.00
$2,320.00
Secretary's salary $ 600.00
Clerical expense 600.00
Postage and express 415.00
Supplies 160.00
Utilities 400.00
Secretary Expenses 350.00
Treasurer Expenses 250.00
Fidelity Bond 81.00
Fire insurance 38.00
Accountant 100.00
Society Security 24.76
Memorial Wreath 25.00
Reunion gratuities 100.00
Journal ad 25.00
Chapter commissions 500.00
Printing 194.00
Dues notice 100.00
Board of Governors 175.00
Misc. or petty cash 170.00
Flag and staffs 115.00
The 22nd Annual Reunion of the
Ninth Infantry Division Association
was held at the Hotel Sheraton-Bos-
ton, Boston, Mass., on July 21, 1967.
There being a quorum of 78 mem-
bers present, President Emil Langer
then called the meeting to order at
1:30 P.M. A moment of silence was
observed for the departed men of the
Ninth.
The President then called upon the
Secretary, Daniel Quinn, to read the
minutes of the 21st Reunion. Upon a
motion duly made by Anthony Va-
rone and seconded by Paul Walton,
it was voted to: Accept the minutes
of the 21st Annual Reunion as read
and place same on file for the record.
TREASURER REPORT
Thomas Boyle, the Treasurer, was
called upon for his report. Boyle
gave the membership an outlined re-
port on the income and expenses for
the past year. He concluded with
these remarks: "To the best of my
knowledge, all bills and obligations
incurred by this association for the
year ended June 30, 1967 have been
paid or settled. The Budget and Fi-
nance Committee of last year's Re-
union are to be complimented for
their judgment in setting the budget
of this association. Also the Offi-
cers and the Board of Governors of
this association are to be compli-
mented on their administration of
this association. It is my opinion and
judgment that the Ninth Infantry
Division Association is in excellent
financial condition." -
Upon a motion duly made by Ron-
ald Murphy and seconded by Al Or-
letti it was voted to: Accept the
treasurer's report. President Langer
thanked Boyle for his report.
The President then called upon
Walter O'Keeffe, Chairman of the
Financial Committee. Walter named
the following members who com-
prised his committee: Frank Ozart,
Thomas Boyle, Elmer Wagner, Rich- CALL ON MURPHY
ard Wilson, Vincent Guglielmino Ronald Murphy, Reunion Chair-
and Richard Pestel. man, was called upon for a report
Upon a motion duly made by of events. Ron briefed the members
John Boden and seconded by Dom as to the attendance and events to
Miele it was voted to: Accept the take place. As in all reunions there
budget as submitted by the Finance seemed to be a mix-up on the room
and Budget Committee. rates charged to the members so
Ron asked to bring it to his or his
The budget for the year 1967-68: committee's attention if the rates
Anticipated income: charged were not the same as those
Dues --- $4;230.00 appearing in the Octofoil. President
(includes sales $200.00) Langer thanked Ron Murphy for his
Investments ----------------------- 1,444.00 report.
Reunion ----------------------------- 500.00 SCHOLARSHIP
Cash on hand ------------------ 1,671.09 John Clouser, Chairman of the
Scholarship Committee, was called
upon for his report. Clouser named
Frank Ozart and David Heller as
members of this permanent com-
mittee. Clouser briefed the mem-
bers as to how the awards are given,
that the committee considers the
applicant's academic ability and fi-
nancial needs and of course that
they are related to members of the
Ninth Division. A total of $2,500.00
will be awarded.
1. Daniel F. Brown
2. Maralyn Goldsmith
3. Audrey Griesbach
4. Philip C. Huber
5. Peggy Ann Nailor
6. Alan J. Wax
7. Stephen M. Westrick
Renewals:
1. Kathleen Cusack
2. Henry Friediger
3. Jeanne King
4. Vincent Lepore
5. Charles Martin
6. Barbara Ridzi
7. Sue Swanson
8. Ellen Wilson
The National Board of Governors
at their meeting on April 29, 1967
had approved the selections and
recommendations of the Scholarship
Committee.
After a motion duly made by
Mark Sciarapitta and seconded by
Harry Orenstein, it was voted to:
Accept the Scholarship Committee's
report.
Francis Maher, Chairman of the
Nominating Committee then named
the following men who served on
his committee: John Rizzo, Ed Mc-
Grath, Alfons Cuprys, Charles Kos-
kie, John Snyder and Len Tomas-
sone. Four outgoing Board members
were to be replaced and the com-
mittee produced five names. After
a motion made by George Whit-
ney and seconded by Max Umansky,
it was voted to: Accept the Com-
mittee's report and recommenda-
tion. Nominations were opened to
the members from the floor and
upon a motion duly made by Frank
Fazio and seconded by John Boden
it was voted to: Close nominations.
The following members were
elected to the Board of Governors:
Peter Cusack, Richard Pestel,
John Rizzo, Richard Wilson.
After a motion made by George
Apar and seconded by Harry Wha-
len, it was voted to: Adjourn at
3:40 P.M.
NEWSPAPER
Paul Keller, Chairman of the
Newspaper Committee, named the
following members who comprised
his committee: Henry Shimkowski,
Arthur Schmidt, Victor Butswinkus,
John Bonkowski, Jack O'Shea, Paul
Total --- $6,742.76
President Langer thanked Walter
O'Keeffe and his committee for their
report.
William Andrews then named the
following members who served on
the Miscellaneous Committee: Wil-
liam Meadows, Herbert Olsen, Harry
Orenstein, Daniel Adams, Nick D'-
Agostino and Gallus.
Andrews reported that the com-
mittee recommends the following:
1. That Reunion Committees have
someone on hand to greet the early
arrivals for the Reunion. Boston had
Herb Olsen at the Hotel a day or
two before hand to meet the people
who arrived before the Reunion
dates.
2. On Thursday evenings for the
social events, perhaps coffee and
cake could be added for those who
do not indulge in the beer party.
3. The limitation of speeches at
the banquet.
After a motion duly made by Har-
ry Whalen and seconded by Al Cu-
prys, it was voted to:
Accept the Miscellaneous Com-
mittee's report and recommendations.
MINUTES OF 22nd ANNUAL REUNION
THE 9TH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSN.
MORGAN EXTENDS HIS
THANKS TO BUDDIES
George A. Morgan, a former 47th
Regt. G.!., writes Secretary Quinn
at length on various matters. The
address given is 240 Linnie Canal,
Venice, Calif. The July 5 letter to
Secretary Quinn, read in part as
follows:
Dear Danny: First I want to thank
all the wonderful men of the 9th
for going to bat for me. As my
case now stands I still receive 50
per cent compensation from the VA.
They admit I am 100 per cent dis-
abled but say only 50 per cent is
due to traumatic arthritis of the
spine and right hip, ignoring the
rest of the body despite their own
records showing I was hospitalized
in Rhiems, France for pains travel-
ing all over my body (arthritis).
They now state my condition is so
far advanced they can do nothing
for me and my wife and children
are supposed to take care of me, or
put me in the domiciliary. After a
couple of years in the Cavalary and
almost five in the Ninth I do not
intend to end up in an Old Soldiers'
Home. I had to stop work complete-
ly in 1957. As the VA refuses to
do anything my doctors are arrang-
ing for me to go to the UCLA Med-
ical Center where the doctors said
they do not know what they can
do but they will do something.
The VA has frozen my case until
I produce additional evidence.
WRITES THE PRESIDENT
I was so dam mad I wrote to the
President, my congressman, who re-
ferred my letters back to the VA.
Also letters from Gen. Westmore-
land, who like Gen. Smythe, stated
it was almost impossible to keep
accurate medical records due to
the tremendous casualties. Re-
member I was on S.D. after Nor-
mandy and all over the area grab-
bing medication from whoever I
could. Letters from Gen. Devers,
and R. E. D. Hoyle, who trained
and made the Division the great
fighting unit it was. To the effect
that I was in perfect condition and
would not have been sent overseas
otherwise. I just got Dr. Copleman's
address out of The Octofoil and
hope to contact him at the Re-
union. He often told me 1 had arth-
ritis and gave me pills that he hoped
would work.
WORM'S EYE VIEW
Danny, if you could get hold of
Langer and the rest of the Board
and friends and discuss the possibil-
ity of publishing a book on the 9th
from the worm's eye view of a dog-
face from the fox holes in Africa
and Sicily-that would really give
a true picture of what really oc-
curred. Excuse the language but I
have read so much crap and falsi-
fication, I want to vomit.
Actually as a means of self thera-
py when leaving service and could
not perform my work, having to
take many days off cancelling con-
tracts, etc., I would write when I
could what would be considered as
a factual novel. Most, if not all, is
true. I'd change my own name and
those of the no-goods so as not to
affect their families. I found some
old drawings that I could possibly
touch up to illustrate the book and
use the names of the good guys.
There are publishing houses that
pay much higher royalties when the
original is paid for.
I would gladly share with the Di-
vision or Scholarship Fund what-
ever is proper as there are laws
governing such situations.
The Presidents, Prime Ministers,
Generals, Colonels, etc., the Gen-
eral's General, Soldier's Soldier,
etc., have all had their say.
Wouldn't it be nice if we who fought
the war gave our view?
As ever the indispensible private.
-George A. Morgan.
(Ed's Note: Comrade Morgan
might try talking to Brig. Gen. Ed
Randle of the 47th or Sgt. Bill Kreye
of the 39th if he wants to learn
how tough it is to get one of these
publishers to print a book unless
they can see a potential sales of
many thousands of copies more than
the poor regimental or division
writer could ever hope to be able
to peddle.)
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
Mr. J. C. Lynch Unable
To Attend the Reunion
When Mr. J. C. Lynch is unable
to attend a Reunion it always leaves
those who did attend with the im-
pression "something was missing."
Mr. Lynch's inability to attend the
Boston Reunion caused that feeling,
especially among former 39th men.
Mr. Lynch is the father of Capt.
Paul Lynch who was killed in ac-
tion while with the 39th regiment.
The Gold Star Dad's present ad-
dress is Mr. J. C. Lynch, 484 Crest-
wood Ave., Hackensack, N. J.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
These days it takes a raft of
money to keep afloat.
Hugh Hattrick, Jr., age 49, died on
July 15 and was buried on July 19,
in the Long Island National Ceme-
tery at Pinelawn, N. Y. Hugh was a
former Sergeant from F Co., 47th
Regt. At the time of his death he
was living at 54 W. Jamaica Ave.,
Valley Stream, N. Y.
Among those attending the wake
were several former F Co. members
including Vincent Guglielmino, War-
ren Lane, Al Munatore, John Rizzo
and Betty Rizzo.
Also payin'£ his respects were Fa-
ther Gerald Rowan, who was on his
way to the Reunion and was visiting
the Rizzos) ; Eddie Egan, Walter
O'Keeffe, New York Chapter Presi-
dent Ralph Witzken, Jack Scully and
Dan Quinn.
Mrs. Vincent Guglielmino (Myr-
tle), was also one of the many who
paid respects to the former 47th man.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
Crosskills Visit With the Remembers the
Ninth Lads in Columbus Scholarship fund
Former Ninth Division men living Sam Robinson, 18 Longview Dr.,
in the Columbus, O. area were made Marblehead, Mass., recently ordered
happy during early July when a for- some decals from Secretary Danny
mer 47th Regt. man and his charm- Quinn. Sam remembered the Schol-
ing wife visited Columbus for a few arship Fund and included a dona-
days. The couple, Mr. and M~s. Don tion ~or that worthy proje~t when
Crosskill of Fremont, O. are pIctured ordenng the decals. Robby 15 a for-
in this issue of the paper. mer B Bty., 84th F.A. man.
Mrs. Crosskill, a former WAVE, -PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
signed up in the Ladies' Auxiliary
while visiting Columbus. The Cross- Hugh Hattrick Jr. Is
kills' home address is Don B.
Crosskill, 1120 Franklin Ave., Fre- Buried In Pinelawn
mont, Ohio 43420.
Detroit is only a short ride from
Fremont. The Crosskills are alre~y
planning on taking in the 1968 Re-
union-and that doesn't include just
Mr. and Mrs. Croskill. It means the
entire family-Diann and Nancy, the
two daughters are Ninth Division
boosters as well as Don and Mary.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWI-
Pictured above is Charles R. Harvey, petite Dianna Harvey
and Mrs. Harvey. Back in Port Lyautey, Maknassy and all the way
through Harvey was an ammunition carrier for 4th platoon, Co. B,
60th. Capt. Henry Rigby nicknamed him Peter Rabbit and that stuck.
Many recognized Harvey's face at the Boston Reunion but not his
real name-only Rigby's nickname. Peter Rabbit writes that his little
Dianna has made so many friends at the last two Reunions and so has
Mrs. Harvey, that they start saving immediately upon reaching home
from a Reunion so they can financially afford attending the follow-
ing year's Reunion. They've already set up a Piggy Bank for Detroit.
The Charles Harvey address is 7407 Huntridge Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio,
4231.
The Ninth Infantry Division Association's own Harry Whalen,
of the Bronx, N. Y., was Grand Marshal of the great p'atriotic .Pa-
rade that was held recently in that area. The parade receIved natIOn-
wide publicity. The draft-card burners and beatniks were put in their
places in no uncertain terms by the patriots who 1!articipated in ?n~
promoted the parade. Standinlf ne~t to Whalen IS zyew Yor~ CIty s
own Mayor Lindsey. Whalen IS gomg great guns with the aid of a
"Pacemaker." He was noted in Boston running up stairways with
boxes and packages that younger squirts were afraid to tackle. How-
ever Walter O'Keeffe says Harry plans on having the "Pacemaker"
rewi~ed or, reinstalled because he's heard a rumor that a scab electri-
cian had something to do with the present installation. Observers of
the parade advise that many of the photos taken during the parade
the Ninth's Octofoil insignia are prominently displayed.
Gold Star Mother
Made a Long Trip
Mrs. Hetty Buttock, 911 Davis Ct.,
Fayetteville, N. C., probably made
the longest trip to attend the Boston
Reunion of any Gold Star parent.
Mrs. Buttock participated in and
seemed to enjoy all the activities.
At the banquet the Octofoil editor
was honored to have Mrs. Buttock
sit at his table, accompanied by the
loveable Gold Star couple from New
York City, Mr. and Mrs. Michael
McInerney.
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A MEMORIAL SERVICE HELD MANY YEARS AGO
The above photo was sent to The Oct%il by E. W. Hopkins,
1922 Dewey Place, Jacksonville, Florida 32207. It shows General
Manton Eddy looking over the gravesites in Sedjenane Valley, Tu-
nisia in 1943 alter a very sad Memorial Service held at the site.
MAHER GETS 150 ROOMS IN THE
HOLIDAY INN FOR THOSE WHO
ATTEND MEMORIAL SERVICES
seen Merchant or Newton for 22
years. Some of the Q.M. also hadn't
seen each other since the end of the
war, were present at the Reunion.
union.
FIRST TIME FOR ANDY
This was the first time that Andy
Sinare was sober in the morning
after an evening at the Reunion.
Berasi, Abrams and Palady were
glad to see Sinare. There was going
to be no dull moment with Sinare
around. Everett Tapp took a plane to
reach the Reunion.
Charles Tingley and Tom Gray
were seen chatting with the Q.M.s at
different tables. A group at a table
that included Palady, Genatossio
and D'Antuono were having a good
time recalling names and details of
their experiences. J agling was in a
good mood as he had sharp reflexes
when conversing with the Q.M. The
writer enjoyed his repartee. Charles
Cheevers and the writer talked about
his New York friends.
VISIT RUSSO
.~riday afternoon a group of Q.M.s
VISIted Joe Russo and his family at
his house. We were sorry to know
that Joe had injured his arm and
would not be able to attend the Re-
union. Joe was very disappointed
that he would not be able to attend
the Reunion since he had planned
for a long time to be present. Joe-
here's wishing you a speedy re-
covery.
VISIT RAY MIELE
On Saturday afternoon there was a
g:oup of Abrams, Tapp, Berasi, Rob-
bms, Palady, Mr. and Mrs. Jones and
the writer visiting Ray Miele and his
wife at his house. Andy Milano join-
ed us later. Mrs. Jones and Mrs
Miele were chatting. With a littl~
imagination you can visualize the
Q.M.s sitting in a large dining room.
The QMs were in a talkative mood
as they. recalled the first Fort Bragg
~M arrIvals at Tent City, their train-
mg, the Carolina Maneuvers base-
ball, movies, USO, air raids' cities
places where the Ninth Infantry Di~
vision made history, the cadre cards
or you name it as it was p;obably
mentioned. We spent several hours
reminiscing at Miele's house. We
deeply appreciated Ray Miele and his
wife's hospitality and the delicious
spaghetti dinner that was served
to us.
The writer was gratified to see
the unpz:ecede~t~dturnout of 9th QM
and theIr famIlies. Here is a list of
the men, women and children who
were at the Reunion:
lIorace Abrams
Joe D'Antuono
Louis Genatossio
Harry Orenstein
Bill Palady
Everett Tapp
Edward Twigg
Gene Berasi and his two nephews
Robert and Carl '
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cheevers
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Gray
Mr. and Mrs. Trevor Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ledwak
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Robbins
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Sinare
Mr. and Mrs. John Jagling and
his tW? daughters, Frances and
Catherme
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Miele and his
daughter, Terry
Mr.. and Mrs. Charles Tingley and
hIS daughter, Barbara.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
McCORMICK'S DEATH
WAS A GREAT SHOCK
It is my unpleasant duty to re-
port that our former QM Command-
er, MR. J. G. McCORMICK, passed
away recently. The QMs were shock-
ed when they heard the news at the
Reunion. Mr. McCormick was well
liked in the QM. As Company Com-
mander Mr. McCormick had great
responsibilities and he carried out
those responsibilities very well. He
was our Company Commander for a
long time. We will always remember
him. The men of the 9th QM send
their most sincere condolences to his
wife and family. Here is the ad-
dress of the bereaved widow:
Mrs. J. G. McCormick,
516 Howell Lane,
Havertown, Pa.
Ed's Note: When the Association
was struggling to become an organi-
zation, Comrade McCormick contrib-
uted many hours of valuable time
in helping get their solid foothold
that was a great help the Association
being the kind of solid organization
that it is today. The Octofoil person-
nel extends to Mrs. McCormick sym-
pathy during her most trying hours.
Best regard to all. Hope you are
all well at home. Sincerely yours,
HARRY ORENSTEIN.
The QM addresses are:
Bill Palady,
403 29th Street,
McKeesport, Pa.
Harry Orestein,
640 East 139th Street,
Bronx, N. Y. 10454
Harry Orenstein Submits Complete
Breakdown On Reunion Activities
By HARRY ORENSTEIN,
640 East 139th Street
Bronx, N. Y. 10454
WE DEMONSTRATED OUR
LOYALTY
The Reunions keep getting better
and better. There was again one of
the largest attendance of men, wom-
en and children at the Boston Re-
union that was held on July 20, 21
and 22, 1967. They demonstrated
their loyalty to the 9th Infantry Di-
vision Association when they came
from the states of New York, Massa-
chusetts, Con n ecticut, Michigan,
Ohio, Maryland and other states.
No Reunion City was too near or
far away for these men and their
families of the 9th Infantry Divi-
sion Association. The Reunion Com-
mittee deserves a great deal of cred-
it for the selection of Baron Hugo's
Orchestra. Their rendition of the
songs was well appreciated by the
audience.
Thursday Evening was the beer
party and dance.
Friday Evening was dance night.
Baron Hugo's Orchestra played the
popular songs of a generation ago,
just the kind of music you wanted
to hear and also modern popular
music. At one time there were about
100 men and women doing the Hoky
Poky. For the finale of the evening
the orchestra played a medley of
patriotic songs. One of the 9th Di-
vision Men borrowed the American
Flag and began marching to the pa-
triotic tunes. Soon afterwards most
of the audience proudly marched in
back of the American Flag, smiling
and in a happy mood as they contin-
ued marching back and forth, round
and round until the conclusion of
the medley of patriotic songs.
MEMORIAL SERVICES
Saturday morning Memorial Serv-
ices were held. There were GIs car-
rying the Army colors that was fol-
lowed by a band. In back of the band
there were a line of marchers, about
four blocks long of men, women and
children. Father Connors in his Me-
morial Services, recalled the route
of the 9th Infantry Division and the
Supreme Sacrifices they made. Fa-
ther Connors asked us to pray for
one another and to remember those
we left behind and the men who
have passed on since. Ralph Witzkin
delivered the Memorial Services for
the deceased men of the Jewish faith.
Shortly after the Memorial Serv-
ices many of the men, women and
children went on a bus tour.
BANQUET
Saturday evening was the banquet
and dance. An excellent steak din-
ner was served. Harr,ison Daysh did
an outstanding job as toastmaster in
introducing the speakers. Father
Connors' speech was interesting to
listen to. Father Connors remarked
that Memorial Services would be
held in Worcester, Mass. on Sunday,
Nov. 5, 1967 and also invited the
9th Infantry Division to attend his
coffee shop (Father Connors' Coffee
Shop) on Saturday evening, Nov.
4, 1967.
PROF. MURPHY??????
Professor Murphy, Dean of Com-
edy, was the guest speaker. He is
known to the entertainment world as
a psychiatrist. His humorous s'tories
really had the audience in stitches.
It was announced that the 1968
Reunion would be held in Detroit in
1968.
Then followed several hours of
dancing. Again Baron Hugo's Or-
chestra played lively music. From
the many college songs played, the
Holy Cross song received the great-
est standing ovation. If you can pic-
ture a large banquet hall filled to
capacity with the excitement of ev-
eryone cheering, waving, singing and
shouting while the band played the
Holy Cross song then you have an
idea how the audience was enjoying
the Reunion. It was the greatest dis-
play of enthusiasm this writer has
seen at a Reunion.
For the finale again it was a med-
ley of patriotic songs. Again one of
the Ninth Infantry Division Associ-
ation men carried the American Flag
and began leading the parade. Spon-
taneously most of the audience be-
gan following the flag displaying
their smiles as they proudly followed
the flag back and forth, round and
round. At the conclusion of the med-
ley of patriotic songs it was one of
the most enjoyable Reunions of all
times.
STRICTLY Q.M. NOTES
Vincent Amore and Bill Ledwak
have signed up to become members
for three years with the 9th Infan-
try Division Association.
Sue Swanson, daughter of George
Swanson, was awarded a 9th Di-
vision Scholarship. Congratulations,
Sue. Good luck and keep up the
good work. Bill Palady in his pre-
reunion travels reported he had vis-
ited Joe Merchant, Ed Newon, Rene
Tremblay, Bob Lorenson, Irvin Tay-
lor and others. Palady said he hadn"t
BOB WOODSIDE
Bob's thousands o//ormer 9th
buddies from 'Frisco to Maine
will be grieved to learn 0/ his
death. Read complete story in
this issue 0/ The Oct%il.
Bob Woodside's
Death Mourned
The Ninth Division World was
shocked when Mrs. Robert Woodside
sent out the word that her husband,
Bob, had passed away. Although it
was a well known fact that Bob's
condition was incurable the death
news still carried the shock. Letters
continue to come into the Octofoil
from all parts of the country - old
buddies who have just heard the sad
news. Bob was a jeep driver in B
Co., 60th Regt. He feared nothing.
Being a driver he visited many ~reas
other troops were unable to visit. He
never failed to remember the bud-
dies in the bivouac areas or on the
front lines. As a matter of fact, one
time after getting Capt. Henry Rig-
by safely back from the front lines
through a barrage of 88s, Bob wheel-
ed around and went right back
through the same barrage to get a
5-gallon can of Vino buried on the
front lines that his boys in Co. B
wanted and needed.
The bereaved and devoted widow
wrote the Octofoil on June 26, ad-
vising she had received a letter from
the editor dated June 24 and Bob
had passed away about 5 a.m. on that
same day.
On June 15 Mrs. Woodside wrote
that the many letters Bob received
from his many old buddies kept his
morale built up and he had her read
and reread the letters over and over
to him many, many times.
Bob Woodside showed up at Fort
Bragg in January, 1941 and separated
from the service in June, 1945. He
had sevceral citations, including the
Bronze Star.
The couple were blessed with two
children.; 6 grandchildren and a
brother of Rome, N. Y.
Bob Woodside was buried with full
military honors in the Upstate New
York area he loved so well-Rome to
be exact.
The Octofoil joins with thousands
of other buddies of Bob Woodside
and extends to this fine family con-
dolences in this hour of need when
they have lost a real friend.
No obituary the Octofoil could
write would ever replace the fine
language used in one of the widow's
letters, which read in part as follows:
"Once again I wish to thank every-
one for the nice letters and cards
Bob received. If it could be realized
how he watched for the mail. He
suffered so very much and never a
word of complaint. He always wor-
ried about the other patients. He was
a wonderful husband and father and
leaves us with a feeling of great
loss."
-Pay '68 Dues NOW!-
THE NETTAS JUST
KEEP ROLLING ON
The Octofoil is most appreciative
of the beautiful cards being received
from Louis and Julia Netta of the
Philadelphia-D e I a war e Va lIe y
Chapter. Since leaving the Boston
Reunion this fine couple have sent
cards from Niagara Falls, on their
22nd honeymoon. Later cards be-
gan to appear with Atlantic City,
N. J. postmarks. They were debating
whether the next stop would be
Wildwood Beach or not.
The couple are most appreciative
of small favors friends and buddies
unconsciously extend.
Pictures the Nettas were showing
in Boston included scenes of that
"little boy" who used to come to all
the Reunions with them. He had to
stay home during the 1967 Reunion.
The Band that he is with (he's
a big boy now) was booked for every
night and that's that.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
notification of this Memorial Mass,
drop a note to Rev. Edward T. Con-
nors, 353 Grove Street, Worcester,
Mass.
Last year we had our largest
crowd.
Free Buffet Supper will be served
at Connors' Coffee Shop, Saturday
night.
That statement "Free Buffet Sup-
per will be served at Connors' Cof-
fee Shop Saturday night" is the
understatement of the year. Just ask
anyone who has ever let himself
indulge in one of these feasts those
good people prepare. And they are
insulted if everyone just doesn't
keep on stuffing until there just is
no place for put another crumb.
These New England parishioners
know all there is to know about
the culinary arts-and both sexes
know exactly what the word hos-
pitality means and how to make one
and all to be made to feel the
effects of their own inimitable way
of applying their special brand of
hospitality.
Write the Holiday Inn directly.
Tell them approximately what time
of arrival and how many in the
party. Be sure and mention the
9th Infantry Division Association.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
It never fails. Just before Reunion
time every year The Octofoil receives
a nice letter and card with timely
messages for the Reunion guests.
The letters and cards are always sent
by that rugged old 47th, Co. M man,
Wilton Taylor, Stop 6, Star Route,
Lost Hills, Calif. Naturally Taylor
sends he and Juanita's best regards
to all former 9th men and especially
former 47th men. He also mentions
of having seen recently Harold Rus-
sie, formerly of Co. D, 39th. Other
former 9th men Taylor has seen or
heard from in that oil producing part
of the world includes Capt. Mott of
the 39th, who is in Bakersfield, and
Ed Crayton of 60th, who is a teacher
at Bakersfield College! Loyd Wof-
ford of the 15th Engrs., Co. B is with
Mobil Oil at Bel:ridge Lease.
Blackie Waldron, formerly of Co.
E, 60th, is in Port Huron, Mich. part
time and in Canada part time. The
brother of Blackie-Art Waldron is
with Mobil Oil at Lost Hills, Calif.
Taylor gives the dope on how any
former 47th men who want to affili-
ate with the National Caampers and
Hikers Association to write 7172
Tourist Road, Buffalo, N. Y. 14221.
Taylor's affiliation with the group
has subjected him to some interest-
ing experiences in "high" places.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
WILTON TAYLOR NEVER
FORGETS OLD BUDDIES
No one will be carrying the ban-
ner all night in Worcester in 1967
who visit that city to participate in
the Nov. 5 Memorial Services to be
conducted by Father Ed Connors at
Immaculate Conception Church, 353
Grove St., Worcester, Mass.
Additional details about the mass
will be noted in Father Connors'
letter to The Octofoil in which he
comments on highlights of the Bos-
ton Reunion.
Franny Maher, 14 Davenport St.,
Worcester, Mass., always one 'of Fa-
ther Ed's helpers in making a big
success of the services, has con-
tacted the Holiday Inn at South-
bridge and Myrtle Sts., Worcester.
He has secured the assurance of 150
rooms for former 9th people, their
families and friends who will spend
the week end in Worcester for the
purpose of participating in the
Mass.
The following notices were print-
ed on small cards and passed out
during the Boston Reunion:
23rd Annual Memorial Mass for
the deceased of the 9th Infantry Di-
vision will be at the Immaculate
Conception Church, W 0 r c est e r,
Mass. Sunday, November 5, 1967 at
10:15 a.m.
lf you are interested in receiving
Better Grade Paper
Will Be Used
Delegates to the Boston Conven-
tion accepted recommendations of
the Newspaper Committee that a
better grade of paper be used on
which to print The Octofoil.
The Octofoil printers were con-
tacted immediately and they ad-
vised that the grade which has
been used for many years was on
stock in the warehouse. To use the
better grade for the current issue
would cause a delay. Hence the
same newsprint stock is being used
for the current issue while the bet-
ter grade paper stock is being ord-
ered now for the next issue and
all future issues.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
The Exotics Keep
'Em Rocking
The Octofoil is in receipt of a
neatly printed business card, which
advertises The Exotics-Steve, Rick,
Craig, Mark, Randy, Bob and John.
The John is John Netta, son of Louis
and Julia Netta, of the Wilmington-
Delaware Valley Chapter. The Ex-
otics claim they furnish the best
in Rock 'N Roll that can be ob-
tained anywhere. John has promis-
ed The Octofoil an "Exotic" photo
to be used in a future issue of The
Octofoil.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
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CLOUSER FILED COMPREHENSIVE Report Made On
ON HIS SCHOLARSHIP ACTIVITIES July 6th Meeting
:rhe following report was s~b- Vanderbilt University Medical In New York C.-ty
mItted to the delegates attending School.
tn? ~oston Reun~on by.the Associ- 6. Barbara ,Ridzi, $125.00. (Editor's Note: The New York
atIOn s Scholarship ChaIrman, Past St. Joseph s College for Women, Chapter's Demon Reporter filed this
I
National Associat,ion, President John Brooklyn, New York. report on July 14. He had all kind
Clouser of the IllmOls Chapter: 7. Sue Swanson, $150.00. of plans. The plans were a crap
ISCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE Albertus Ma~uss College, New shooter's delight-filled with if andA '1 29 1967 Haven, Conn~ctIcut. when come bets. Maybe a trip to
pn, ,. 8. Ellen WIlson $125.00. M 1 b b' 'tThe scholarshIp commIttee con- M h t C h Er' Penn- ontrea -may e not-may e a VISI
sidered thirteen new applications 1 erc:y urs 0 ege, Ie, with some Co. B 15th Engr. buddies,
and nine requests for renewal. Upon sy;anIa. tf II b 'tt d the Back to New York for mail-over
examination of the new applica- S heslPech' u Cy SU'tmt1 e by to Philadelphia for a visit with rel-
. , f d th d'd t c 0 ars Ip ommI ee, t' S d 't '11 11tIons, It was oun ,at two, 1 no JOHN J. CLOUSER, Chairman a Ives. orne ay 1 WI a come
send the complete, mfor~atIOn r~- DAVID HELLER out-maybe.)
I
quested. One applIcant dId not lIst FRANK OZART By ARTHUR RICHARD SCHMIDT,
all the information requested on the 69-20 69th Street
financial statement, and one appli- BRIEF RESUME Glendale, Long Island, N. Y. 11227
cant is attending a school not rec- For sch<;>ol ,year 1967:-1968: PResident 4-7100, Ext. 11
ognized by the regional accrediting 13 applIcatIOns receIv~d.. HYacinth 7-3993
association. 2 not processed as mformation W h d 1 thl
was incomplete e a our regu ar mon y
The committee then considered 4 t d 'd meeting on July 6 at the Hotel Stat-
th h I' b T t d th fin no awar e . d,e sc 0 astIc all y an ,e an- 1 attending institution not accred- ler Hilton, ?th Ave.. an, 32nd St.,
CIal. need of the other nme new 't d New York CIty. ConsIdermg the fact
appli,cants. In consideri?g the ~- 1 e3 .financial need not sufficient. it was a hot July night it was nice
nan~Ial need of the applIcants, theIr 7 awarded for total of $1100.00. to note a good attendanc~. We had
chOIce of college was noted. The 9 li d about 40 present. It grIeved the
committee ~o,es not feel ~at we 1 f~~ci:l need not sufficient. writer to leave the meeting shortly
should subSIdIZe the ,educatIOn of a 8 renewed awards for total of after adjournment and being unable
s~udent at a~ exp~nsIve and exchl;- $1400 00 to partake of Jack Scully's refresh-
SIve typ~ umversIt~ when there IS Gr~d' total of $2500.00 awarded. ments and beer. However, I was
op~ortunIty to receIve a good edu- Grants previous y~ars: a~le to snag a corned beef sand-
catIon at less expense. 1966 $3 225 00 wIch and couple of doughnuts for
The committee would like to 1965' $2'600'00' my mother.
make the following recommenda- 196~ $950.00. . In the abse~ce of George :AP~,
tions: 1963 $500 00 Chapter PreSIdent Ralph WItzkm
1. Danley F. Brown, Freehold, 1961: $500:00' for two years. called for a moment of sile~ce in
New York. Total, $7,775.00. honor of our dep~ted ~uddles.
Son of George H. Brown, retired $2,500.00 this year-Grand total, He asked DommIck MIele, ~hap-
from the United States Army. He $10,275.00. ter Secretary, t~ read the mmutes
served in Co. A, 47th Inf., Febru- Committee presented recommen- of the last meetmg. They were ac-
ary to December, 1945, and in the dations to Board of Governors on cepted as re~d. I~ was repor~d that
9th M.P. Platoon, January to De- April 29, 1967 in Pittsburgh. Hennan Wemstem w~ a patIent at
cember, 1946. Awards were presented at the New York VA HospItal,. 23rd .St.
Vocational Goal: Research biolo- banquet in Boston. Some of the re- an~ ~st Ave., NeVI:" York CIty. Wem-
gist. cipients were present. For the first stem s address IS 221 Ten Eyck
Now attending Mohawk Valley time more money could have been Walk, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11206.
Community College, Utica, New awarded had it been available. GELMAN'S MOTHER DIES
York. -PAY '68 DUES NOW!- It was also reported that Dave
Grant: $100.00. Gehnan's mother had passad away
2. Maralyn Goldsmith - Floral .JOE EXPLAINS HOW on July 2. The membership ex-
Park, New York. IIEASY" TO WORK press sympathy to Dave.
Daughter of Wilbert D. Goldsmith, BIG SUCCESS
a locksmith. He served in Co. E, ON COMMITTEES Frank Fazio reported that the pic-
39th Inf., November, 1932 to De- nic was the biggest success ever. He
cember, 1944. ! ! By JOE McKENZIE, also reported that our Fall Dance
Vocational Goal: E 1erne n tar y 95 Washington Ave. plans have been completed, includ-
teacher. Waltham, Mass. ing the booking of the band. He
Plans to attend Farmingdale State Thank you, men of the Ninth In- asked for a publicity drive on the
College, New York. fantry Division Association. We of part of the membership so that a
Grant: $100.00. New England hope that you had an, large attendance dance could be
3. Audrey Greisbach - Melrose, enjoyable time in Boston. assured.
Massachusetts. I am one of the millions in this Walter O'Keeffe reported that
Daughter of William J. Gries- country who never worked on a plans for the bus tour had to be
bach, a real estate broker. He served committee for any kind of an organ- canceled because of a lack of com-
in Hqs. Btry., 26th FA Bn. from ization. The work involved was un- mitments (bus to the Reunion).
February, 1941 to August, 1945. known. How a committee should be SCHOLARSHIP
Vocational Goal: Medical doctor. formed and how it should work was There was some discussion on
Plans to attend Ja~kso~ College unknown. So as part of your edu- the scholarship program-on the
for Women, Tufts, UmversIty, Med- cation as it was mine, if you are possible admission in to the Associa-
ford, Massachusetts. asked to be on a committee of any tion as members of the 9th Infan-
Gran~: ,$200.00. kind for any affair, accept with try Division men now fighting in
4. PhIllIp C. Huber-Olean, New pleasure. You will begin to know Vietnam;. and the preferences of the
York. all of the pleasures and troubles membership for the Reunion site
Son of Harold W'. Hubert, now connected with your affair. in 1968. There was some discussion
deceased, He served m Sec. Btry., . on the selection of a member of the
26th. FA Bn July 1941 to Au- Larry McLaughlIn agreed to do IN Y k Ch t f ' atl' n.. ., , k b d ew or ap er or nomm 0
gust, 1945. . ,three small tas s, ~et a an, ar- to the National Board of Governors.
Vocational Goal: Busmess admm- range for the bus trIp and serve on
istration. the menu committee. Sounds very SCULLY WINS PRIZE
Plans to attend Baldwin-Wallace simple. It was everything but sim- ~ack Scully won the dark horse
College, Berea, Ohio. pIe. He had more trouble getting pnze-a ~ottle of Scotch. , ,
Grant: $200.00. a definite "YES" than R. H. Macy Dom MI~le has some aPl?lIcatIo~s
5. Peggy Ann Nailor - Mechan- has in getting a yes for their Santa f~r pos1;al Jobs. ~e can furnISh addI-
icsburg, Pennsylvania. parade. tional mformatIOn.
Daughter of Jacob S. Nailor III, MURPHY ON MERRY-GO-ROUND NEW LOCATION
a carpenter. He served as a mem- R 'M h d 11 f h' THE MEMBERSHIP VOTED TO
ber of the 9th M.P. Platoon from onme urp y use up a 0 IS HAVE THE SEPTEMBER MEET-
Se tember 1941 to Jul 1945. a,nnual leave m the Boston post of- ING AT THE 69TH REGIMENT
~ tion' 1 Goal: E {~m e n tar fICe because. he had to take days ARMORY AT 26th ST. AND LEX-
te hca a y off t<;> see thIS man or to keep that INGTON AVE. NEW YORK CITY,
Pl~~' to attend Shippensburg aPHPombtmOelnt. d'd th dd' b E _ Notices are in 'the mail.
Sta C 11 P l' er sen 1 e 0 JO s. V -PAY '68 DUES NOW'-te 0 ege, ennsy vanIa. erytime he turned around he thought '
Grant: $100.00. of something else that had to be REGU LATIONS THAT
6. Alan J. Wax-Brooklyn, New done and he did it. Those big di-
York. rectional signs were his idea. SO GOVERN CEMETERIES
Son o~ Harry Wax, a butcher. He were the name stickers and the col- 1
d H C 2 d Bn 39th Entrance gates for all Nationaserve In q~. 0., n ., 1 ored board for each unit.
Inf. fro:r.n Apnl, 1~41 to, June, 945. Tom Boyle wrote more letters to Cemeteries are kept open to visitors
VocatIonal Goal. DentIst more people in a six months period every day throughout the year from
Colle~e unknown at present. than a corporation secretary would 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., with the exception
Grant. $150.00. . .. write in one year. Fran Maher and of Memorial Day when the hours
7 St h M W strIck Cmcm are from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. Because
: e~ en . e , - Bill Greisbach had many anxious of its location in the Nation's Capi-
natI, OhIO., . k moments before their programs were tal, the Arlington National Ceme-Son of MaurIce H, WestrIc , a 1 ted
warehouse manager. He served with comp e . . tery visiting hours are extended to
Hq. Co., 3rd Bn" 60th Inf. from It was a. great experIence. ~ou 7 p.m. during the months of April
A '1 1942 t June 1945. should try It w~en the conventIon through September.
prI,. lOG l' 'B' d' comes to your CIty. ' f ' tVocationa oa. usmess a mm- B'll ~ ~d Ea 1 Land J hn Graves at tIme 0 mtermen may
istration. 1 ~~ ~ews, ~ on, 0, be decorated with wreaths, ever-
Plans to attend University of Cin- Murray, BIll BongIOrno and JIm greens, cut flowers, or floral emb-
. ti Newton of our Fort Bragg days of lems of live or artificial growth left
cGr~n:t: $250.00. Seryice Battery 26th F.A. signed the by the funeral party. Cut flowers
The other two applicants were regIster. , may be placed at any time in the
good students but they did not have I talke~ WIth a member of ~e approved type container, authorized
as <zreat a financial need. Boston FIre Department. I told hIm for permanent use in a National
The committee considered the how we had the band for our pa- Cemetery. Wreaths or floral emb-
nine requests for renewal. We rec- ra~e and how good they were. He lems--either live or artificial-with
ommend grants to be renewed to saId the band travels all .over the wire stands may be placed on the
eight of the applicants for the cou?try and that they receIve much grave, provided the wire staild is
amounts stated below: praIse wherever they go. I would more than two feet from the head-
say that Larry got the best band for stone and the wreath or floral emb-
1. Kathleen Cussack, $100.00. marching in this part of the land. lem does not touch the headstone.
Salem State College, Massachu- If we did anything that you did These are removed after a reason-
setts, not like do not tell us but tell the able length of time.
2. Hen~y Friediger, $150.00. Detroit Chapter so that they will not Memorial Day is observed a.t a.ll
CarnegIe Tech, Pittsburgh, Penn- make the same mistake. In like man- National Cemeteries on May 30, or
sylvania. ner if you liked any part of our on the day following when May 30
3. Jeanne King, $100.00. program tell Detroit to repeat the falls on a Sunday. All graves are
Cortland State University, New program. decorated with small flags, and the
York. Next on our calendar . . . The national flag is flown at half staff
4, Vincent Lepsore $15000 Memorial Mass - - November 5 ... from sunrise until noon, and at full
Manhattan College: Ne~ York. Worcester. Sincerely, Joe McKenzie. staff from noon until sunset.
5. Charles Martin, $500.00. -PAY '68 DUES NOWI- I -Pay 1968 Dues NOW-
Mrs. Pandolfi Passed
Away On April 12th
Louis Pandolfi attended the Bos-
ton Reunion, but he wasn't the same
jolly Louis. His friends were all sad-
dened to learn that Mrs. Pandolfi
had passed away last April 12 after
a three weeks' illness. Louis and
Mrs. Pandolfi lived at 35 Hay Ave.,
Nutley, N. J. Louis is a former C
Bty., 60th F.A. man.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
Rome wasn't built in a day, nor
was America built during a coffee
break or a paid vacation.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
There's a new recipe for sponge
cake-your borrow all the ingredi-
ents. (Nothing new about that.)
-Pay 1968 Dues NOW-
You get no praise for what you're
gonna do next week.
THE CROSSKILLS VISIT OHIO'S CAPITAL CITY
Mr. and Mrs. Don Crosskill of Fremont, Ohio, recently spent a
few days in Columbus, while Mrs. Crosskill attended a convention.
Don come along for the ride. Although Mrs. Crosskill wasn't in the
9th Division with Don, she was with the W AYEs during World War
II and knows quite a few facts of life about the Armed Forces-
and lets Don hear from her on special occasions. When this fine cou-
ple visited the home of Ohio Secretary Richard Pestel, Grove City,
Ohio near Columbus, Dick made them a present of two hand-made
Octoioils to take back to Fremont with them. Mr. and Mrs. Cross-
kill and the two daughters live at 1120 Franklin St., Fremont, Ohio.
FATHER CONNORS' REPORT ON THE
REUNION HIGHLIGHTS INTERESTING
(Editor's Note: It isn't very often November 5, is at 10:15 A.M. After
a member of the Association is for- the Mass there will be a brief Me-
tunate enough to receive a letter of morial Service at our 9th Division
any length from Father Ed Connors. Memorial-outside the Church. As
And when one is received, it is a the last few years, Sunday dinner
literary gem, a document worthy of will be served at the Wauchusetts
preserving forever. The Octofoil has Country Club. And my good friend,
been fortunate enough since the Franny Maher, will help with room
Boston Reunion to receive one of reservations. His address, Francis K.
those moderately lengthy letters Maher, 14 Davenport St., Worcester,
from Father Connors which are so Mass. Even though many must leave
rare. To multilate the letter by try- immediately after the Mass each
ing to edit it would be almost a sac- year, we still have over 400 who re-
rilege. The letter is being reprinted m~in for the Sunday dinner. T~is
below verbatim. Father Connors de- WIll be 'our 23rd Annual MemorIal
seribes highlights ,of the, Reunion·. Mass-1945 to 1967. And each year
and then calls attention to plans for I am amazed and deeply grateful
this year's Memorial Services in the that so many of our 9th Division
,city of Worcester. For a real treat men of all Faiths-and their families
read the following letter): -gather on this occasion to remem-
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION ber gratefully and pr~ye,rfully ~>ur
CHURCH Beloved Dead. To me It IS a strIk-
353 Grove Street ing evidence of the reverence of
WORCESTER 5, MASS. the Men of the NINTH.
July 25, 1967. LT. MALOOF WAS GREA;~
Mr. Paul S. Plunkett, ' Now that I have an a:r.nbItIous pen
286 Zimpfer St., I~ my hand, I, would, lIke ~o ~en-
Columbus Ohio 43206 tIon another ImpreSSIVe hIghlI~ht.
, . At the banquet, Saturday evemng,
Dear Paul:.It wa~ g~od t~ be WIth at the Head Table we had a distin-
the gang agam-th.Is tIme m Boston guished guest-Lt. Maloof and his
-Bean Town. I th~k that, the B~- wife. Lt. Maloof is a Ninth Division
~on Chapter COmmIttee dId a fine man-the new Ninth-recently re-
Job. turned from Vietnam-wounded in
The Memorial Service was a high- combat. When Lt. Maloof was in-
light as usual-with large participa- troduced to the assembly, everyone
tion-and a good march. That's the rose as one to give this young man
only time I get to the front-in a a thunderous ovation. After the
parade. Thursday evening and Fri- dinntr Lt. Maloof told me that he
day evening there was good fun, a never saw anything like this-it was
fine orchestra, pleasant refreshment, worth all the dangers and combat
and the best of company. and wounds to come home to this
THRILLED BY DEMONSTRATION terrific demonstration of apprecia-
Like so many others I was thrilled tion. By th~ way, the Commander of
with what took place Friday eve- the new Nmth must be a good man
ning. At the end of the evening the -Ge?eral O'CONNOR-must be a
-orchestra played military airs-and relative.
the dancing turned into marching- WISH THERE WAS ANOTHER
everybody was marching, including PAGE TO READ-Editor.
old man Connors. Suddenly-inspir- If you have had the patience to
ed it seemed-AI Geist of Chicago, read this far, Paul-my best to you
grabbed the large American flag and Dick for your dedication to the
from the stage-and led the march Ninth-and I am sure that all would
around the ballroom. An electricity agree with me that nothing keeps
filled the room-and from frivolity the spirit and the memories of the
the attitude of all changed to joy- Ninth alive more than the Octofoil.
ous reverence-grateful Americans God bless you and thank you. Sin-
marched around the ballroom, thrill- cerely, Edward T. Connors.
ed that we were Americans-thrilled -PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
as we followed the inspired Flag
Bearer, Al Geist.
GREATEST EVER
To me that was the most impres-
sive outburst of spontaneous patriot-
ism I have ever witnessed. And I
think that we were proud of one
another, and grateful that the old
NINTH had played a part in making
that Flag a symbol of freedom and
goodness. I did not intend to go into
this lengthy description,
REMEMBER SUNDAY, NOV. 5
I wrote this-simply to remind you
of our November date for our Me-
morial Mass and Service. Saturday,
November 4, as usual the people of
the parish will be honored to have
the 9th Division men and their fam-
ilies and guests break bread with us
- from 7 p.m. until midnight - at
Connors Coffee Shop. Be sure that
all have their evening meal with us
-very good, and cheap, too-$O.OO.
The Memorial Mass on Sunday,
THE OCTOFOIL
FORMER 9TH MEN HOLD A PRIVATE REUNION
Mrs. Seip-Beautiful pin
Mrs. Abdalli - Beautiful cameo
pin
Mrs. Albanese-Butterfly pin
Mr. Ciofalo-Spider pin
Mrs. Bako-Butterfly pin
Mrs. Fazio-Beautiful pin
Mrs. Guidone-Beautiful pin
Mrs. Russo Manno-Beautiful pin.
Mrs. Di Palma-Traveling case
Mrs. Bitucci-Bracelet
Mrs. Maccia-Ceramic swan plant
Mrs. Camico-Pepper grinder
Ralph Witzkin-Bottle of wine.
Mrs. Bako-Bucket of sponges
Mrs. Kreye-Bucket of sponges
Mrs. Langer-Bucket of sponges
Mrs. Shotta-Ceramic basket with
plant
Mr. Di Pinto-Visor and umbrella
set (for car)
Mrs. Giovanelli-Ceramic "glove"
ash tray
Mrs. Boros-Ceremic "glove" ash
tray
Mrs. Viverito-Ceramic "glove"
ash tray
Mrs. Mcllndrew~erar.nic
"glove" ash tray
Mrs. Munatore-Ceramic "glove"
ash tray
Mrs. Bako-Ceramic plant
Mrs. Fitzgerald-Ceramic piggy
bank
Mrs. Caldaro-Ceramic piggy
bank
Miss Quinn (Dan's daughter)-
Ceramic piggy bank
Mrs. Mutchko-Kerosene lamp
Mr. Ciofalo-Kerosene lamp
Mrs. Bako-Ceramic Candy dish
Mrs. Di Palma-Lipstick cleaners
set
Mrs. Kreye-Lipstick cleaners set
Mrs. Hooker-Lipstick cleaners
set.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWI-
Barbara In Another Pose
Pictured above is another pose
0/ The Oct%il's little Long
Island sweetheart "poetess," Bar-
bara Muller. It was just too hard
a job to determine which 0/ the
photos did proper justice to our
Barbara-the result being both
were used. The other photo ap-
peared in a recent issue. Anyway,
she's a little gem-that's lor sure.
PAY 1-9-6-7 DUES N-O-W!
fUNNY BONE TICKLERS-
Some men in younger days tried
everything - candy, flowers, furs,
jewelry-they all worked.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWl-
Today, the girls just like the girl
who married dear old dad would
know better.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWl-
Mini skirts make it a lot easier
for gals to get up stares.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWl-
A woman looks as old as a man
feels.
-Poy J968 Dues NOW-
No, no, Lulu-"vice versa" does
not mean dirty poems.
-Pay J968 Dues NOW-
Teacher: "What happened in
1492?"
-Pay J968 Dues NOW-
Tenement Kid: "Don't ask me. We
live in the basement."
-Pay J968 Dues NOW-
Reasons that sound good are not
all good, sound reasons.
-Pay J968 Dues NOW-
Too many cutting remarks can
chop down the strongest friendship.,
-Pay J968 Dues NOW-
To be the "man of the hour," you
must make every minute count.
-Pay J968 Dues NOW-
Strange nar.nes are given race
horses-especially when they lose.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
MIELE FURNISHES A LIST OF
AWARDS MADE AT THE PICNIC
The Octofoil has good old Dom
Miele, secretary-treasurer of the
Greater New York Chapter to thank
for the list of prize donors and
winners which was one of the out-
standing features of the Chapter's
most successful picnic. The list as
furnished by Miele follows:
LIST OF PRIZES DONATED
Jerry Cosenza, 222 Clinton St.,
Linden, N. J., Co. A, 9th Medics
Bn., donated the following prizes:
2 kerosene lamps
1 bushel of onions
3 buckets full with groceries
3 buckets full with sponges
3 ceramic piggy banks
1 cermaic platter
6 ceramic glove shaped ash trays
1 ceramic "swan" flower vase
2 ceramic baskets with flowers
3 lipstick cleaner sets
12 watermelons plus toys for kids
Dom Miele donated:
1 Foldaway travelig bag
1 Autovisor and umbrella
(combination)
John and Betty Rizzo donated:
1 lady's pin
George Bakor donated:
1 bottle of wine
Dan Quinn donated:
1 pepper grinder
PRIZE WINNERS
Mrs. Minuti-First prize, Gold
watch with cameo back pendant.
Mrs. Whalen, 2nd prize-Gold
pin.
These other prizes were picked
by winners themselves:
Mrs. Migan-Bucket full with
groceries.
Mrs. Caldaro-Bucket full with
groceries
Mrs. Bako-Bucket full with gro-
ceries
Mrs. Holeczko-Beautiful pin
OHIO GANG PLAN
A BIG TIME PARTY
JESSE DAVIS HOME FROM
VIETNAM
The Ohio Chapter really has
cause to stage a celebration for its
members and many prospective
members.
OCTOBER 27
The date has been set as Oct. 27.
The location is 1422 Dyer Rd., Grove
City, Ohio. That is· the Pestel home-
stead. Anyone coming into Colum-
bus on Interstate 71 should take the
Frank Rd. exit. Get on 104 South
until they hit Dyer Road. Then turn
right until they hit 1422. The place
will be easily located. Barns .for
miles around have huge Pepsi Cola
signs painted on them. At least
that's what the telephone company
told Dick Pestel they were after
Poor Richard had labored for weeks
getting those perfect Octofoils on
the barns.
The date is Sunday, October 27.
Jesse Davis, Jr. is home with his
parents at Hebron, Ohio, but will
have to return for active duty a
few days after Oct. 27. The mem-
bers have been looking forward for
Davis' return to Ohio and don't
want to miss seeing the lad and
talking with him. Many of them are
hurrying back from the National
VFW Convention in New Orleans in
order to see young Davis and attend
the picnic and breaking bread with
many other old buddies who have
not been seen in quite some time.
KELLER PRESIDENT
Another reason for this Oct. 27
celebration-a member of the Ohio
Chapter-Paul D. Keller, is now
the National President of the 9th
Infantry Division Association-Dick
Pestel was again elected to the Na-
tional Board of Governors. With all
these honors bestowed on Ohio-the
officers and hard core members just
have to get busy and sign up many
new members and make a good rec-
ord for others to shoot at.
PESTEL ELECTED
llnother Ohio Chapter member
who was honored at the Boston Re-
union was Ohio Chapter Secretary
Richard Pestel, Columbus. Dick was
eleQcted again to serve a three-year
term on the National Board of Gov-
ernors.
TIPPIE STILL IN
The Ladies' Auxiliary re-elected
Tippie Plunkett of the Ohio Chapter
as the National Secretary-Treasurer
of the Ladies Auxiliary-while Paul
will edit the Octofoil for another
year.
To top all this off-Detroit, Mich.
will be the host convention city
next year. All members of the Ohio
Chapter can afford to visit Detroit
for the 1968 Reunion.
There will be plenty of refresh-
ments for everyone at the picnic-
on the house. Just pack a few
sandwiches and come on out. Plen-
ty of room for the youngsters to
run and play. All roads lead to 1422
Dyer Rd., Grove City, Ohio-on
Sunday, August 27, from 12 noon
right on up until God knows when!
-PAY '68 DUES NOWI-
Wise Men Have Sed
Old salesmen never die. They just
get out of commission.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWl-
The girl who searches too long
for a smart cookie is apt to wind up
with a crumb.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWl-
A tired wolf is a fellow who hopes
she'll say no.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWl-
A gentleman is a man who is al-
ways as nice as he sometimes is.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWI-
New York Picnic
Was Big Success
By ARTHUR RICHARD SCHMIDT,
69-20 69th Street
Glendale, Long Island, N. Y. 11227
The New York Chapter picnic was
held this year at a new location-
Roosevelt Park, Metuchen, N. J.
near Menlo Park Shopping Center.
Tickets were $4 and children free.
The event was a huge social and fi-
nancial success. It seemed as though
everyone chipped in to help make
the picnic an enjoyable event.
PARTIAL LIST OF WORKERS
Following is a list of the chefs
and assistants and other workers:
Jim Hayes, sausages; Joe Use-
chack, beer; Frank Fazio, beer;
George Balm, beer; Frank Smyles,
building fires for grills; Jerry Co-
senza, Hot Dogs; Joe Montalchi and
Marty Bree, Clams; Mrs. Frances
Montalchi and Mrs. Joan Bree,
Sausages and Hot Dogs; Ralph Witz-
kin, helping at food counters; Joe
Montalchi and Marty Bree. Sau-
sages and Hot Dogs; Leo Burdek,
M Co. 39th, Hot Dogs and Hot Corn;
Vincent Guglielmino, chopping up
peppers; Mrs. Rizzo, Mrs. Strausner,
Joe Caldaro, and Mrs. Bako, selling
raffle tickets; Howard Boehm,
Dominick Miele, selling admission
tickets; John Rizzo, Dominick Miele
and Joe Caldari, calling out the win-'
ning numbers for the raffle tickets
and distributing the prizes; they re-
ceived an assist from Joe Montal-
chi, Frank Fazio, Al Munatore,
Ralph Witzkin, Mike Gatto, Jack
Scully, and Jerry Cosenza; Policing
Detail: John Mutchko, who com-
plained that he came to get some
milk and wound up serving beer
and soda; Mike Gatto, cole slaw,
macaroni salad and potato sala; AI
Munatore, beer; Daniel Qui n n
claimed to be the "Overseer"-a
title he assumed to get out of doing
the work. My apologies as usual if
I have failed to mention the name
of someone who performed a task.
PRIVATE REUNION
The following had a little reunion
of their own: They were from Co.
M, 47th and claimed to have opened
the barracks at Fort Bragg, N. C.:
Charlie Finelli, John Kraskowski,
John DeSepio, John Davis, 1st Sgt.
Mike Lavenia and Sante W. Devila.
Mrs. Rizzo donated a spun gold
flower pin as a raffle prize; Jerry
Cosenza donated donated watermel-
ons, and his wife donated several
hand made ceramic ash trays; again
my apologies if I have neglected my
duties in not listing all the donors.
The picnic was held in Grove 2,
Sections 1 and 1A. The rest room
facilities were a great improvement
over those at our former picnic site.
Also, there were rides, etc. to amuse
the children which were not avail-
aBle at our other picnic site - a
slide, swings, a rotating ride which
was operated by leg power, etc.
HAD BALL DIAMOND
We also had the use of a ball
field. Some of the food items not
mentioned above were steak sand:"
wiches and coffee, ice cream. Frank
Fazio was handing out ice cream.
The writer failed to identify those
who were working at the sandwich
grill or the coffee urn.
GOLD STAR PARENTS THERE
Mr. and Mrs. McInerney, Gold
Star parents, were there. The writ-
er's mother was present; also a cou-
sin, Robert Bauman, from Philadel-
phia, with his wife and four chil-
dren. He never misses on of these
events. Because of the Philadelphia
company the writer was unable to
pickup his usual traveling com-
panion, Adolph Wadalavage. Many
come by bus-including Harry
Orenstein.
Many of the members got off
their diets before the day was over.
Everyone who bought a ticket got
his $4 worth, even discounting the
fact that children came in free.
Bill Kreye was there with his
wife, mother and two children.
Mutchko advised that Al Ragos
could not make it. It would be im-
possible to list names of all who at-
tended the picnic. It might be said
that all the regulars and numerous
new faces were noticeable.
Next year's picnic should be in
the same location with directions on
how to reach the place being a bit
mort explicit. Some members en-
countered difficulty finding the
proper entrance into the grounds.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW!-
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Father Connors' Speech
Given Good Distribution
In Augut, 1966 The Octofoil print-
ed a most inspirational talk that
Father Ed Connors delivered to the
Catholic War Veterans of America.
The incident that prompted Father
Ed to make the talk was this group
of veterans had voted the Ninth's
own Gen. William C. Westmoreland
"the outstanding American" award,
"Honor et Veritas." Since the gen-
eral could not leave Vietnam to ac-
cept the award personally he had
designated Father Ed as his proxy
to accept the award. Father Connors'
talk was a masterpiece.
Before the Boston Reunion some
of the Association members had
caused to be printed very neatly
several hundred copies of the speech
and were handing them out to the
Reunion guests.
Those who were not in Boston but
who received the August, 1966 Oc-
tofoil are asked to dig out that back
number and read the speech of Fa-
ther Connors over again. It can't
be read too many times. Each time
it is read new thoughts, new mean-
ings come from the message that
stick out like a sore thumb. It is
truly a great document.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWl-
Many men don't approve of wom-
en wearing slacks-especially on
windy days.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWl-
Home is a place where, when you
have to go there, they have to take
you in.
-Pay '68 Dues NOW-
Gun powder is a black substance
used to mark the boundaries of
nations.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWl-
A. Total No. Copies printed (net press run) _
B. Paid Circulation
1. Sales through dealers and carriers, street vend-
ers and counter sales
2. Mail subscriptions _
e. Total paid circulation _
d. Free distribution (including samples) by mail,
carrier or other means . _
e. Total distribution (sum of c and d) _
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printing __
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Sinele Issue
Nearest to
Filing Date
Three members 0/ the U. S. Army's lamed Ninth In/antry Di-
vision 0/ World War II who served together in both war and peace
held a Reunion recently in the office 0/ their employer, the Hon.
Henry C. Von Elm, receiver 0/ taxes, town 0/ Hempstead, Nassau
County, Long Island, New York, recalling the campaigns that took
them from North A/rica to Berlin are: (I. to r.): Joseph Muti (Co.
"H," 39th Regt.), and Past Commander 0/ the J. Franklin Bell
American Legion Post No. 81, Inwood, L. I., N. Y.; Raymond Hor-
witz (Co. "F," 47th Regt.), and Past Commander 0/ the Lawrence-
Cedarhurst American Legion Post No. 39, and Joseph J. Devine (Co.
"A", 60th Regt.), both past Commander 0/ the Cathedral American
Legion Post No. 1087, West Hempstead, L.I., N.Y., and past Nassau
County American Legion Commander (1965-1966), L. I., N. Y., De-
partment 0/ New York.
Harveys Now Have the
Itchy Feet For Reunions
Up until time for the 1966 Wash-
ington Reunion Charlie "Peter
Rabbit" Harvey, 740 Huntridge Ave.,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45231, hadn't given
much thought to 9th Infantry Divi-
sion Association Reunions. Then he
learned his old platoon leader and
later comany commander, Captain
Henry Ribgy of Philadelphia, would
attend, so Harvey with his pretty
wife, Lorene, and daughter, Dianna,
took off to see how his old company
commander was getting along as a
civilian.
Harvey was one of the smallest
ammunition carriers for Heavy Wea-
pons in Co. B of the 60th Regt. Quite
frequently the load he carried was a
bit larger than was Harvey. Captain
Rigby pinned that Peter Rabbit on
to Harvey and it stuck. Thousands of
former Ninth men become acquaint-
ed with Peter Rabbit and they all
learned to love the likeable little
cuss. But to mention C. R. Harvey to
them they knew not of whom you
spoke. Mention Peter Rabbit-"Oh,
yes; everyone remembers."
Pictured in this issue of The Octo-
foil is a likeness of the Harvey fam-
ily taken in Boston.
In a letter to Dick Pestel, Ohio
Chapter Secretary, Peter Rabbit ad-
vises the family arrived back in Cin-
cinnati as per schedule and he was
back on the job with a budget made
out for the next 12 months that has
provisions made for the family to be
among early arrivals at the 1968 De-
troit, Mich. Reunion.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW1-
Many TV sets are so old they are
GREY and white.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWl-
Conceit is God's gift to little men.
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PAT CULLET/N DIGS DEEP INTO GERMAN SOIL
One Hundred years ago (1867)
Alaska was purchased from Russia
by the United States for $7,200,000 in
gold.
-:- -:- -:-
-I'flY J968 Dues NOW-
Doc Walton Loses Out
The Rome Legion Post evidently
stacked the ballot boxes on election
day because when the ballots were
counted the ungrateful cusses had
Doc's name on the losing side for the
job The Octofoil was so sure he
would be honored with. He's getting
too many grandchildren to be wor-
rying about Legion politics. Another
one arrived on the night of the elec-
tion-8usan Mechel Wagner.
News on the vegetable supply from
the Walton garden spot is encourag-
ing. Keep up the good work until
Detroit Reunion dates, Doc. Opening
of that Reunion won't be official un-
til you get there!
-PAY '68 DUES NOW/-
THOSE BRITISH
A leading British psychiatrist an-
nounced that American wives are
hostile, aggressive and domineering.
An American housewife visiting in
London called on the guy and told
him he was a liar, then she give
him a punch in the nose.
-Pay '68 Dues-
Young Be, dressed in a white
shirt and black slacks mounted a
platform.
"I am glad to be home amongst
you. I am not dead," Be told the vil-
lagers in Vietnamese.
BUT BE and the villagers looked
somewhat puzzled.
Finally a newsman asked Be how
many of the villagers he recognied.
"None," said Be.
VILLAGERS who k.TJ.ew Be were
asked to stand up. Nobody stood.
The covey of psychological war-
fare specialists, both American and
Vietnamese, began looking concern-
ed. Then they consulted maps.
Hero Be had actually lived in an-
other hamlet, nearly 2.5 miles away.
The troops had not gone through
this area which was Viet Cong con-
trolled. In fact, no roads led to the
region.
THE COMMANDER of the 9th
Division unit, Col. William B. Ful-
ton, said it would take five hours
to secure the real hamlet.
The psychological warfare offi-
cials suggested that the mistake was
made by Hero Be himself. They said
he had never before seen a map.
A HELICOPTER was summoned
and Be was flown off to Saigon.
The villagers, looking bewildered,
were permitted to go back to their
homes.
"EXPECTING" AND HOLDING 25th ANNIVERSARY
BUT PROPAGANDA SHOW
FALLS FLAT
By PETER ARNETT
KIM SON, Vietnam.-(AP)-The
homecoming of the "dead" Viet
Cong hero was elaborately staged
recently except for the final detail.
It was the wrong home.
As scores of Vietnamese villagers
looked on and 35 foreign newsmen
sweltered in the hot Mekong Delta
sun, the latest round in the propa-
ganda battle betwen North and
South Vietnam unfolded. It proved
a zero for the Saigon government.
THE OBJECT of the homecoming
was to produce before his fellow
villagers a Viet Cong prisoner
whom the Communist propaganda
apparatus has built into a legend I
According to the Communists,
young Nguyen Van Be died valiant-
ly last May after exploding a mine
against an American tank, killing
69 U. S. troops and destroying three
armored vehicles.
The Saigon government discover-
ed late last year that this same
Nguyen Van Be was actually a pris-
oner in a Mekong Delta jaiL The
counterpropaganda machinery start-
ed to roll.
AFTER HE WAS produced at a
Saigon news conference, Radio Ha-
noi and Communist newspapers
charged that their hero was indeed
dead and that Saigon was resorting
to "trickish stratagem."
The Communists challenged Sai-
gon to produce Be before his own
people in his own hamlet. Saigon
accepted the challenge.
Just after dawn, four companies of
infantry from the U. S. 9th Divi-
sion deployed around the eastern
part of Kim Son village, some mov-
ing in on foot, others by helicopter.
Vietnamese troops zeroed in along
the Mekong River banks, and even-
tually 1000 troops had surrounded
the eastern section of the village.
WHILE MORE than 100 villagers
awaited the arrival of Be, they were
treated to a song and dance show
by a Vietnamese psychological war
team and drank fruit drinks pro-
vided by the 9th Division.
Reporters, photographers and tel-
evision crews arrived just before
noon. They had not been informed
of the nature of the exercise until
the helicopter was airborne.
With the stage set, Hero Nguyen
Van Be arrived by helicopter. at
midday with his parents and young
brothers.
THE VILLAGERS were aware of
the existence of Hero Be, both from
Viet Cong propaganda and the Sai-
gon government's refutation of his
deeds.
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WALTER VICTOR and his lovely wife
Not many members of the Ninth Infantry Division Association
cut a slice from their 25th wedding anniversary cake while they are
expecting an addition to the family circle. But that is the situation at
the Walter Victor home, 2745 Dodson Lee Drive, East Point, Ga.
30044 (suburbs of Atlanta). That's why Walter wasn't darting in and
around tables taking pictures in Boston.
ASSOCIATION OFFICERS
AND ADDRESSES LISTED
WALTON HAS A
CONVOY READY
Members are asked to keep the
following names and addresses for
their own information and needs
during the next 12 months. They
are the elected officers and Board
members of the Association, ac-
companied by their street address
and home towns:
President: Paul D. Keller, 139
Pinewood Drive, Columbus, Oho.
1st Vice President: Francis Ma-'
her, 14 Davenport St., Worcester,
Mass.
2nd Vice President: Frank Ozart,
2241 S. Marshall Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
3rd Vic e President: William
Meadows, 19367 Dale, Detroit, Mich-
igan.
Judge Advocate: Harrison Daysh,
4303 Carriage Court, Rock Creek
Highlands, Kensington, Md.
Secretary: Daniel Quinn, 412
Gregory Ave., Weehawken, N. J.
(Tel.: 201-866-8195).
Treasurer: Thomas Boyle, 39
Hall Ave., Somerville, Mass. 02144.
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
1968-
Charles Koskie, 4334 Hirschberg,
Schiller Park, Illinois.
Paul D. Keller, 139 Pinewood Dr.,
Columbus, Ohio.
Anthony Varone, 75 Ninth Ave-
nue, Kings Park, LJ., N.Y.
Robert Rumenapp, 28017 Hughes,
St. Clair Shores, Michigan.
Brig. Gen. Edwin Randle (Ret.) ,
503 Althea Road, Clearwater, Fla.
1969-
John Boden, P.O. Box 58, Chester,
Pennsylvania.
Herbert Olsen, 389 Highland Ave.,
Randolph, Mass.
Ralph Witzken, 1569 Fabyan Pl.,
Hillside, N. J.
Charles Tingley, 720 Thayer Ave.,
Silver Springs, Md.
William Andrews, 5780 Alpine
Ave., Comstock Park, Mich.
1970-
Peter Cusack, 41 Oriole St., West
Roxbury, Mass.
Richard Pestel, 1422 Dyer Rd.,
Grove City, Ohio.
John Rizzo, 29 Louisiana Street,
Long Beach, N. Y.
Richard Wilson, 530 East Elm St.,
Woodbury, N. J.
-PA Y '68 DUES NOW/-
ROULETTE
"Nuclear Rouette is the newest
thrill game."
"Tell me about it, dad."
"Six trucks carrv atom bombs
through New York City-and one of
them has a woman driver!"
-PAY '68 DUES NOWI-
The Sage of North Georgia, the
Hon. Paul H, Walton, Rt. 7, Old
Dalton Rd., Rome, Ga., 300161, had
hal'dly put his foot of any of Geor-
gia's terra firm before he shot in a
newsy letter to the Octofoil. He's
already making great plans to help
Detroit make the 1968 Reunion one
helluva big success.
Doc and the members of his crew
took six rolls of black and white
films while in Boston that will be
submitted to Tne Octofoil for use
in its columns. All members are
asked to make particular pains to
send black and white prints in for
publication. Several color prints in
this issue are very unsatisfactory.
They just will not reproduce.
RED WILSON IN ON DEAL
Red Wilson, an old 9th Med., and
Walton have laid the ground work
for a convoy to Detroit. Red is from
Star Route, Canal Point, Fla. Former
Ninth men will be picked up all
along the route. One night the con-
voy will bivouac on Dick Pestel's
Farm, near Columbus. Doc has al-
ready advised Pestel how many la-
trines he wants dug and how deep.
LOCATE BROCK
Doc and Bill sauntered down the
pike a way and spotted one of Rex
Ford's old buddies - Earnest H.
Brock, former H Co. 39th Inf. man.
Earnest and his wife, Vaundell, have
three youngsters, two boys, Rickey,
16; Dyt, 14, and a daughter, Lela, 4.
The first thing Brock noticed on the
Reunion Booster Book Pages was
I the name of his old Commanding Of-
ficer, Albert C. Geist (Big AI) of
the Chicago Chapter. Earnest wants
any and all former 9th men driving
his way to always stop in. He runs
a country store. You take 41 South
at Dalton, go south eight miles and
ask anyone. He's been there for 20
years. Also operates a well known
horse trading center in the same
area. To get back on 1-75 it is only
about five miles south of Earnest's
place.
Just before the Boston Reunion,
but received too late for the last is-
sue of The Octofoil a letter was re-
ceived from Walton that had a bit
of news. But he has probably relayed
all that orally to the conventioneers.
-PAY '68 DUES NOW/-
respondent of The News and wrote
a long article about John's escapade.
A few of the highlights are extract-
ed and read:
Aboard a Barrack Ship in Mekong
Delta on July 4.-Specialist 4-C John
Richardson of Brooklyn beamed with
relief as he hear dthe whirl of the
armed helicoper approaching his
pinned down unit in the soggy rice-
field. Seconds later, his relief turn-
ed to dread.
"The chopper gunner misjudged
the target," Richardson said, and
opened up too early. His path of fire
took him directly over me."
Richardson, 20, son of Mrs. Marga-
ret Richardson of 858 Ames Lane,
Brooklyn, was in the lead platoon of
"A" Co. troops sweeping the banks
of the Raeh Nuiriver. He and his
buddies of the U. S. 9th Division
went into battle in the backdrop of
an American Civil War setting."
Thanks, Dom. To read these hair-
raising narratives does give a guy
a feeling of being over there dodging
sniper's bullets and occasional 88s
again.
-Pay '68 Dues NOW-
A bachelor is a rolling stone that
has gathered no boss.
-Pay 1968 Dues NOW-
A guy that can read women like
a book usually likes to read in bed.
-PAY '68 DUES NOWI-
Automatic weapon and recoilless ri-
fle fire poured out of the palms.
"During the initial contact," the
Captain recalled, "I had approxi-
mately 50 men wounded. Some of
them died instantly." Added Pfc.
Frederick Haag, 19, of Brooklyn,
"We had nowhere to go. We just
dove into the water." The 9th men
tried to keep down, but had to
keep their heads above water to
breathe, and the Viet Cong snipers
were picking them off. The river-
based artillery and the jets that had
been called in began to work over
the Viet Cong positions; still the
heavy enemy firing continued. To
make matters worse, the tide came
in. Then the M-16 rifles began to
jam.
RESCUE
By now the situation looked hope-
less. Helicopters came in to try to
evacuate the wounded, but four of
them were shot out of the sky. The
only thing that prevented a complete
massacre, in fact were the "battle-
ships" of the riverine fleet, the con-
verted World War II landing ships
the GI's call "Monitors" after the
Civil War vessel. They are heavily
armor plated and heavily gunned and
luckily the Monitors were able to
swing down the Rach Gia River and
get close in behind the Viet Cong
position. Then they let fly with their
40-millimeter cannon and 8-milli-
meter mortars. The Monitors' fire-
power literally chopped down the
mangroves and finally put the ene-
my to flight. As the gunboats blasted
away the 9th survivors were able
to make it out of the paddies and
back to their boats. "The Monitors
came right on top of them," said
Reeves. "Their firepower saved us.
It was pretty bad."
OOM MIELE KEEPS CLOSE TAB ON THE
NEW NINTH'S FIELD ACHIEVEMENTS
The Octofoil is indebted to Dom
Miele, Secretary-Treasurer of the
Greater New York Chapter, for the
many interesting clippings he saves
and sends to The Octofoil that per-
tain to the experiences of the Viet-
nam Ninth Division. Dom writes:
"Every time I read an article in
the papers pertaining to the Ninth
Division in Vietnam I feel as though
1 am in it again."
Just a few lines from one of the
newspaper clippings Dom sent to the
Octofoil reads:
"Aboard a barracks ship in Me-
kong Delta, July 2, Pfc. Raymond E.
Gary, a Nassau County medic, had
just raced through a hail of bullets
and skidded into a ditch on his way
to a wounded GI when he found an-
other man next to him had slumped
over with a bullet in his chest.
"Gary, 23, of Bethpage, L. 1, was
part of a 9th Division force which
stormed ashore in an operation util-
izing barracks ships for the first
time in combat since the American
Civil War."
Another clipping Dom sent in is
a hairrising midnight experience a
Bronx lad, Robert Savino, experi-
enced about midnight at a spot called
Bear Cat in South Vietnam.
Still another 9th lad from Brook-
lyn, named John Richardson was lo-
cated by Joseph Fried a special cor-
VlnNAM NINTH MEN ARE SHOOTING AT
CHARLIE FROM MINI-SIZE RIVER BOATS
Newsweek magazine recently had
an article on page 33 that explained
a new phase in Infantry troop fight-
ing-and the story pertained to the
new Ninth Infantry Division. A few
excerpts from the article read as
follows:
THE RIVER WAR
Not since the Mississippi flotilla
was deployed to fight the Civil War
battles of Vicksburg and Shiloh had
the U. s. Army found use for an
assault force designed especially for
river warfare. But the war in Viet-
nam has seen the revival of many
tactics and weapons of earlier days.
The force was called "River Assault
Flotilla One," and its overall mission
was to root out the Viet Cong from
the river and swampland south of
Saigon.
. . . The river-assault force was a
strong and mobile one. Its six shab-
:by sandbagged barges, each carrying
two 105-millimeter howitzers, were
towed in and anchored in the river
to provide artillery support. The
troops were elements of the Ninth
Division that had been detached from
the infantry's traditional land base
to live aboard the two huge Navy
barracks ships which provide their
floating bases.
ATTACK
Capt. Robert L. Reeves, 25, of Ros-
well, Ga., was leading his 9th Di-
vision men across a wide stretch of
water 10 inches deep and bordered
on each side by ominous mangroves.
The men did not move in along the
edge of the palms because that is
where the Viet Cong usually plant
their booby traps. Instead, they
headed across the open field, then
toward one of the banks of man-
grove. When 100 yards from the
trees, the Viet Cong opened up.
